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A b s t r a c t
We have observed about 600 old disk K giants w ith both  broadband photom ­
etry and m edium  resolution spectroscopy. These giants are located in s tra te ­
gically chosen galactic low absorption windows in the plane of the disk. The 
spectroscopic observations gave accurate radial velocities, and together w ith the 
photom etric observations gave an estim ate of each s ta r’s chemical abundance 
and photom etric parallax. As a result we have measured the radial variation of 
(V#), (y<p), &R, (the mean motions and velocity dispersions in the plane of 
the old disk), as well as the radial variation of [Fe/H],  over a long baseline in 
galactocentric radius.
The observed exponential decrease w ith  radius of the radial com ponent of 
the velocity dispersion gives an estim ate of the disk’s radial scale-length which is 
consistent w ith other recent s truc tu ra l determ inations. This agreem ent between 
the structu ra l and kinem atic scale-lengths indicates th a t the velocity dispersion 
of the old disk is uniformly anisotropic in the R , z plane, throughout. The 
inner parts  of the old disk of the Milky Way are quite hot (<7r «  100 km sec-1). 
This is im portan t, as it may be these random  motions which stabilize the disk 
against global bi-sym m etric modes. Possible mechanisms to produce these large 
random  m otions are discussed.
The run  of the tangential com ponent of velocity dispersion gives another 
kinematic scale-length. The fact th a t the radial and tangential kinem atic scale- 
lengths are not equal indicates th a t the ro ta tion  curve is not flat over the entire 
galaxy. A rough calculation of the ro tation  curve from these m easured runs of 
velocity dispersion is in good agreement w ith the CO ro tation  curve.
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Finally, the radial metallicity gradient seen in young and interm ediate age 
objects does not appear in the old disk. This may indicate th a t star formation 
has progressed radially outw ard from the galactic center, w ith the star formation 
ra te  and m etallicity depending on the local gas fraction.
Vl l l
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K nut L undm ark’s map of the Milky Way. The circles on the overlay 
mark the approxim ate location of the regions observed in this thesis. Note 
th a t the coordinates are on the old system.
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In tro d u ctio n
Late type spiral galaxies like the Milky Way have two major compo­
nents, a disk and a bulge. The Milky Way also has some interesting minor 
com ponents, which include the m etal weak nonrotating halo and probably 
an interm ediate metallicity ‘thick disk.’ Disk stars make up m ost of a sam­
ple of stars in the solar neighborhood. The oldest of these stars have a 
to ta l velocity dispersion in the plane of about 50 km  sec-1 and about 20 
km sec-1 perpendicular to the plane (Woolley 1965). These dispersions are 
small compared to  the circular velocity at the sun, 220 km sec-1 , which 
indicates th a t locally the disk is cold and rotationally  supported. Quite 
the opposite is true of the bulge and halo populations near the sun. These 
stars make up between 0.2 to  0.5 of one percent of the stars in the solar 
neighborhood (Bahcall &; Soneira 1980, 1984): their velocity dispersion is 
about 120 km  sec-1 and their ro ta tion  is low, so this population is pressure 
supported.
The existence of a th ird  com ponent, the ‘thick disk’ is currently the 
subject of some controversy. Estim ated local norm alizations range from 
0.5% to  10.0% of the local density of disk stars (see for example Sandage 
1986, Gilmore &; Reid 1983). A lthough the kinem atics of the thick disk 
are not yet well understood, it appears to  be approxim ately in rotational 
equilibrium  w ith an asym m etric drift of 30 to  40 km  sec-1 near the sun 
(R atnatunga &; Freeman 1985). In the vertical direction, the scale-height 
of the thick disk is between 1 and 1.5 kpc, com pared to the old disk scale- 
height of 325 pc (Gilmore & Reid 1983).
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In this thesis we will study the kinematics and chemical properties of 
the old disk of the Milky Way. As the Milky Way is probably a fairly 
norm al Sb to Sc galaxy, our results should hold more generally, for other 
sim ilar disk galaxies.
1.1  S tru ctu re  o f  G a lactic  D isks
One of the prim ary results of galactic studies has been the discovery of 
the light distributions in the radial and vertical directions in galactic disks. 
De Vaucouleurs (1959) and Freeman (1970) noted th a t almost every disk 
galaxy for which photom etry had been obtained showed a radial decline in 
surface brightness which was exponential w ith galactocentric distance R, 
i.e.
ß(R)  = ß 0e~R/h (1.1)
where h is the disk’s radial scale-length. If the mass-to-light ratio is con­
s tan t over the entire disk, then the mass surface density follows the same 
exponential decline.
The origin of the  exponential d istribution is not yet understood. The 
exponential disk has a fairly well defined internal angular m om entum  dis­
tribu tion , so w hatever process leads to the exponential disk presum ably in­
volves redistribution of angular m om entum . Lynden-Bell &; Kalnajs (1972) 
suggested th a t non-axisym m etric perturbations could cause redistribution 
of mass and angular m om entum . They pointed out th a t, in a galaxy in a 
quasi-steady state  which obeys the viral theorem , the to ta l kinetic energy is 
fixed and hence any increase in the random  motions m ust signal a decrease 
in the ro tational kinetic energy. An outw ard flow of mass would accomplish 
this as the length scale of the system  would increase but the angular mo­
m entum  would rem ain constant, and therefore the ro tational kinetic energy 
would decrease. However it is also necessary to conserve potential energy.
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A more centrally concentrated inner mass would accomplish this balance. 
They showed th a t non-axisymmetric perturbations were capable of causing 
this angular m om entum  transfer.
Hohl’s (1971) N-body experim ents showed th a t locally marginally s ta ­
ble disks in equilibrium were globally unstable to  non-axisymmetric modes. 
These bars caused the remaining axisymmetric disk to heat up. He found 
th a t his final surface density distribution could be fitted by the sum  of two 
exponentials, the outer exponential representing the axisymmetric d istri­
bution and the inner exponential component being the bar.
Carlberg Sz Sellwood (1985) suggested th a t this redistribution of angular 
m om entum  could be caused by spiral density waves. They gave an estim ate 
for the expected change in angular m om entum  in the solar neighborhood, 
bu t stopped short of giving a full description of the evolution of the surface 
density of the entire disk.
In the vertical direction, Spitzer (1942) and Cam m  (1950) found th a t, 
for highly flattened spheroidal systems which were self-gravitating and lo­
cally isotherm al, the vertical density distribution function behaved like:
This function tends to an exponential for z / z 0 >> 1. Tsikoudi (1977) 
did deep surface photom etry of three edge-on SO galaxies and found th a t, 
far from the plane, the vertical light distribution decreased exponentially. 
This led Freeman (1978) to suggest th a t disks could be represented as an 
isotherm al sheet. Van der K ruit and Searle (1981) then  fitted isotherm al 
disk models to  surface photom etry of a num ber of edge-on galaxies. They 
not only found th a t the sech2 solution fitted the photom etry well, b u t also 
th a t the scale-height, z0, was independent of radius, i.e. disks have a con­
s tan t ‘thickness’. This im portan t result implies directly, from hydrostatic
( 1 .2)
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equilibrium , th a t the vertical velocity dispersion is described simply by the 
function:
a 2z (x e R' h (1.3)
where h is again the disk’s radial scale-length. Recently van der K ruit &: 
Freem an (1984, 1986) have m easured the run of vertical velocity dispersion 
in several face-on systems. Their results confirm the predictions of the 
radial decline of oz for a locally isotherm al disk of constant thickness and 
mass-to-light ratio.
More recently, W ainscoat (1986) has done infrared photom etry on a 
num ber of edge-on spiral galaxies. He has found th a t an exponential:
p =  Po<rz,‘° (i.4)
is a b e tte r fit to the d a ta  than  the sech2 solution associated w ith the locally 
isotherm al sheet model. The only place th a t this really makes much of a 
difference, though, is near the galactic plane where z j z 0 <  1 . Pritchet 
(1983) also found, from star counts, th a t an exponential appears to fit the 
vertical structure of the Milky Way.
1.2 E q u ilib riu m
Galactic disks are close to ro tational equilibrium  in the radial direction 
i.e.
R  d R
where V( R)  is the ro tational or circular velocity a t radius R  and $  is 
the galactic potential. However, the old disk has some support from its 
velocity dispersion. Hence the m ean rotational velocity is in fact less than  
th a t which is predicted from equation (1.5). The difference is known as the 
‘asym m etric drift’.
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In the 2  direction, the disk is in equilibrium  by the pressure gradient 
associated w ith random  motions vertical to  the plane balancing the gravi­
ta tional field. It has long been known, however, th a t stars of different ages 
have different characteristic scale-heights and velocity dispersions. This 
prom pted Spitzer &: Schwarzschild (1951, 1953) to suggest th a t the vertical 
dispersion grows through many stellar encounters w ith cold dark clouds. 
This m echanism  naturally  produces a gradient of velocity dispersion w ith 
age. W hether this is enough to produce the observed age-velocity disper­
sion relation is still the subject of debate (Wielen 1974, Carlberg et al 1985, 
Lacey &: Fall 1983).
1 .3  L ocal S ta b ility
The question of the local stability of a uniform cold disk was discussed 
by Toomre (1964). He found th a t unless a certain am ount of random  mo­
tions were present, the disk would be unstable to local axisym metric dis­
turbances. His famous param eter:
Q =  * * *
v  3.36GE
where or is the radial com ponent of velocity dispersion, k, is the local 
epicyclic frequency, E is the surface density and G is the gravitational con­
s tan t, m ust exceed 1 for a disk to be stable against these local instabilities. 
M easurem ents of or in the solar neighborhood indicate th a t the disk of the 
Milky Way is locally stable. It would be interesting to confirm observa- 
tionally th a t the entire disk is indeed hot enough to be stable against these 
axisym m etric modes, as one would expect.
1 .4  G lob a l S ta b ility
The question of global stability  of disks against bar modes should now be 
considered. Obviously not all galaxies are stabilized against these modes; at
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least 37% of bright spirals have bars in their disks. But at least another 30% 
have no hint of such a bar. In his paper on local stability, Toomre (1964) 
rem arked th a t disks may preferentially develop global bar-like structures. 
These were in fact observed in numerical experim ents by Miller et al (1970), 
Hohl (1971) and Ostriker &; Peebles (1973) as well as many others. The 
theoretical studies of Kalnajs (1972), who solved the collisionless Boltzm ann 
equation and Poisson’s equation, and H unter, who solved a system  of stellar 
hydrodynam ical equations for a ro tating M aclaurin disk, have also pointed 
to these global bi-symmetric modes.
So the question remains as to  w hat stabilizes those disks which do not 
have bars. Ostriker &; Peebles (1973) introduced a param eter
t = T/ \W\  (1.7)
where T  is the ro tational kinetic energy and W  is the gravitational po­
ten tial energy. They found th a t if t < 0.14 ±  0.02 then the disk would 
be stable. In their N-body simulations they ran many different models, 
varying the velocity dispersion in the disk and adding varying am ounts of 
unseen m atte r (a dark massive halo) to the models. They found th a t in 
those models for which the halo mass was less than  about one disk mass, 
the disk went through a period of non-axisymmetric barlike structu re  which 
later dissolved back into roughly an axisymmetric disk once t had reached 
the critical value. W hat was left was a stable but very hot disk. The stabil­
ity obviously comes about because the rotational kinetic energy has been 
transferred into kinetic energy of random  motion.
The effect of placing a massive halo in the models is to reduce the initial 
value of t by increasing the gravitational potential \W\. This then stabilizes 
the disk w ithout the large increase in random  motions. Because several lines 
of evidence at the time were pointing towards massive dark coronae in disk
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galaxies, O striker Sz Peebles opted for stabilization by massive halos.
A study by Zang (1976) seems to  have produced an example which
another study by Miller (1978), Zang’s results could not be confirmed. 
Berm an &: M ark (1979) claimed to have found th a t a small bulge com ponent 
can prevent bar form ation in cool stellar disks. However, their results may 
be spurious due to the very large am ount of gravity softening included in 
their models (Sellwood 1981).
Efstathiou et al (1982) have studied the effects of varying the mass 
of the dark halo and varying the turnover radius in the disk. They have 
concluded th a t, for a cold disk, the relation:
is a b e tte r delineator of stability to bar modes, where Vm is the m axim um  
ro tational velocity, M d is the mass of the disk, h is the disk’s exponential 
scale-length and G is the gravitational constant. This criterion essentially 
measures the to ta l halo contribution to the gravitational field relative to  
the disk’s contribution. It is not really applicable to disks which have a 
significant am ount of energy in random  motions.
Sellwood &; Carlberg (1984) have investigated the effects of transien t 
spiral structu re  on the growth of random  motions in the disk. Over the 
course of its lifetime, the disk is heated by encounters w ith the spiral struc­
ture. The random  motions in the disk soon increased enough to stabilize 
the disk against bar modes. But they also stabilized the disk to the spiral 
s truc tu re  itself! In order to keep the spiral structure , they added a massive 
halo to  the models. The disk accretes m atte r from the halo, which raises 
the surface density of the disk and thereby effectively cools it. The halo 
itself provides the background potential necessary to prevent bar form ation.
violates the generality of the O striker Sz Peebles criterion. However in
( 1 .8)
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Recently A thanassoula & Sellwood (1986) have done N-body experi­
m ents on K uz’m in/Toom re disks, which were aimed at finding out how 
much of a contribution random  motions could make to stability  of bi- 
sym m etric modes. They found th a t the growth ra te  of these modes was a 
simple function of the halo mass and random  velocities, i.e.
( J t>
growth rate  =  0.169^ — 0.092-^ry — 0.048 (1.9)
in their dimensional units, where q is the fraction of the to ta l mass which lies 
in the disk, aR and (V)  are the radial components of velocity dispersion and 
the m ean rotational velocity, bo th  evaluated at the turnover point. Hence 
a stable disk could arise from many combinations of q and oR. They also 
found th a t aR can become large enough to  support the disk against these 
modes even w ithout the presence of a halo. This dispersion corresponds to 
a value of Q «  2.0 — 2.5, which would be most im portan t in the regions 
inside the turnover radius. This is interesting because it shows th a t halos 
need not be dense enough near the center to  stabilize the disks, bu t need 
only be massive enough to  produce the observed flat ro ta tion  curves in the 
outer parts  of spirals. Recent work by Carignan (1983) and van A lbada et 
al (1985) supports the view th a t halos do exist, bu t are only dynamically 
im portan t in the outer regions. On the other hand, the to ta l am ount of 
observational evidence available to  test the hypothesis th a t the inner regions 
of galactic disks are hot is still very small (see section 1.5.1).
If disks of galaxies are indeed hot, the question of how the disks acquired 
so much random  m otion m ust be considered. Toomre (1964) presented a 
scenario whereby an initially unstable disk would undergo several genera­
tions of instability. Each generation would increase the random  motions of 
the disk to a point where, after m any rotations, the disk would reach a new 
axisym metric equilibrium  sta te , in which the velocity dispersions would be
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ju s t high enough for stability.
Wielen (1977) has calculated the cumulative effects of local fluctuations 
of the gravitational field in a galaxy, and finds th a t the irregularities cause 
stellar diffusion in phase space. His calculations are able to reproduce the 
ratio  of the velocity dispersion components, o r '.o ^ ' . O z  for old stars in the 
solar neighborhood. However, his analysis does not a ttem p t to  explain the 
source of these fluctuations.
Lacey (1984) has proposed th a t stellar encounters w ith massive clouds 
could be the cause of the observed velocity dispersion in the solar neigh­
borhood. His analysis is similar to th a t of Spitzer &; Schwarzschild (1951, 
1953) who, as previously m entioned, used this mechanism only to describe 
the age-velocity dispersion relation perpendicular to  the plane in the solar 
neighborhood. The inability of the theory to  predict the observed ratio  of 
dispersion components in the solar neighborhood, however, indicates th a t 
at least one other mechanism m ust be present.
As previously mentioned, Sellwood &; Carlberg (1984) have been m od­
elling disk heating as the cumulative effect of many stellar encounters w ith 
transien t spiral structures. The fact th a t their models form bars in the 
centers is discouraging. However, they have not investigated the further 
effects of a strong central bar on the growth of velocity dispersions in the 
central regions.
It is clear from this section th a t the question of stability  to bi-symmetric 
modes is still not fully understood. The hot disk solution is a ttractive  be­
cause it takes away the need for dark halos to be dense enough to gravita­
tionally stabilize the disk. To test this hypothesis we need to m easure the 
run of radial velocity dispersion in the old disk of a disk galaxy.
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1.5 M e a s u re m e n ts  o f  I n te r n a l  M o tio n s  in  O ld  D isks
1 .5 .1  E x te r n a l  S y s te m s
M any a ttem pts have been made to  obtain the kinematic inform ation, 
needed to test the theories of stability, from external systems. Kormendy 
(1984a,b) measured velocity dispersions in two disk galaxies, NGC 1553 
and NGC 936. He showed th a t these two galaxies are indeed quite hot 
near the center, w ith implied values of Q between 2 and 3. He concluded 
th a t NGC 1553 at least may be globally stable, whereas NGC 936 has a 
ra th e r strong central bar. He suggests th a t the bar itself may be the cause 
of the high velocity dispersion and th a t in tim e the bar may evolve away. 
Van der K ruit and Freeman (1986) estim ated the velocity dispersion in the 
edge-on spiral NGC 7184. Using their m easured stellar m ean velocities and 
asym m etric drift they calculated the velocity dispersion and estim ated th a t 
the central values of Q may rise to between 2.1 and 3.2. These results are 
all very suggestive, th a t disks are indeed hot enough to support themselves 
against bar forming modes.
The use of external systems for the study of disk kinematics does suffer 
from some major difficulties, however. Firstly, the disk surface brightnesses 
are faint, and the expected dispersions are quite low. Hence the high signal 
to noise spectra needed are difficult to  obtain, even w ith large telescopes. 
The efforts of van der K ruit h  Freeman (1986) show th a t we are clearly 
near the limit of w hat is now possible.
Highly inclined galaxies are sometimes observed in an a ttem p t to  m ea­
sure velocity dispersions in the plane. However, this will not give a direct 
m easure of the interesting kinem atic com ponents, i.e. the m ean velocity 
(Vp), and the radial and azim uthal components of velocity dispersion gr 
and Gp. The observed velocity profile through a finite size slit will be a line
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of sight projection with contributions from o#, and the ro tational veloc­
ity, all from various galactocentric distances. The only component which is 
directly observable in external galaxies in crz, in face-on systems. However, 
this com ponent is dynamically less im portan t than  o when considering 
questions of global stability.
1.5.2 The Milky Way
We can do such a kinem atical study in the Milky Way, and this is the 
subject of this thesis. The idea is to  measure radial velocities of a large sam­
ple of individual stars in various directions in the galactic windows around 
the disk. By doing this, we can build up a picture of the kinematic state  
of the old disk of this spiral galaxy over a wide interval of galactocentric 
distance (from near the center to about 17 kpc).
The disk contains giants from about class F8 to  M8. We wish to restrict 
ourselves to the older stars in the disk. For reasons which will be discussed 
in C hapter 2, we chose to  use middle to late K giants. These stars are 
intrinsically very bright and hence can be m easured to large distances («  
10 kpc from the sun).
We had to do our own photom etric survey down to about V  =  16, and 
we chose our candidate giants by their broadband colors. Hence some of the 
stars in our sample are bound to be not distant red giants, bu t foreground 
red dwarfs. The question then arises: by choosing stars by color alone, 
will we be choosing mainly red giants or red dwarfs. We calculated the 
numbers of giants and dwarfs expected in each of our regions using the 
Bahcall &; Soneira (1980) model, w ith a realistic run of reddening for our 
galactic window included. In all cases, for the color and m agnitude range 
we were considering, the num ber of disk giants well outweighed the number 
of expected foreground dwarfs. The reason is th a t the volume element to
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a given limiting apparent magnitude for the giants is so much larger than 
th a t for the dwarfs. For the regions interior to  the solar circle, the disk 
density distribution also favors the more distant stars; regions outside the 
solar circle will only be affected slightly in favor of the nearer stars, as the 
gradient of the density function becomes quite flat.
The next problem is th a t of luminosity classification. If the odd dwarf 
does come along, how do we know it? This is where interstellar reddening 
actually becomes helpful! Although the regions we chose had low absorp­
tion, they all still had 0.4 to 0.5 m agnitudes of reddening in [B — V) .  For 
a reddening of 0.4 m agnitudes, a K giant of [B — V ) 0 = 1.2 would have an 
observed color [B — V) = 1.6. (The bluest stars we used has (B — V ) 0 = 1.2: 
see C hapter 2.) If we then survey an area of sky for stars w ith an observed 
color [B — V)  = 1.6, we will find these reddened K giants and unreddened 
foreground M dwarfs. As K giants and M dwarfs have such dissimilar 
spectra  (the la tter have very prom inent TiO and MgH bands), luminosity 
discrim ination is very easy.
Next we consider the problem of the m ixture of stellar ages in the old 
disk. It is the kinematics of the old stars which will tell us w hether the disk 
is globally stable, and it is their m etal abundances which will tell us about 
the history of chemical enrichment in the galaxy. As was m entioned before, 
it is a well known fact th a t the vertical scale-height and vertical velocity 
dispersion of objects in the disk increase w ith the age of the objects. Thus 
to ensure th a t as many of our stars were of the old population, we chose 
regions which were slightly out of the plane, w ith 6 <  5°. At b = 4° and at 
a typical distance from the sun of about 5000 pc, this gives a z  distance of 
about 350 pc above the plane, which is well about the scale-height of about 
100-200 pc for the younger disk objects.
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Kinem atically our goal is to  measure (Vr), (V )^, o r  and ov over a long 
baseline of radius in the galaxy. As will be seen in C hapter 4, at an arbitrary  
location along some line of sight, the observed velocity of a s tar depends 
on its the true radial and tangential velocities, Vr and V^, as well as its 
galactocentric distance, R.  Hence to measure Vr directly, we first chose 
two regions close to the directions t  — 0° and t  =  180°. These will give a 
direct measure of the radial variation of (Vr) and oR because the tangential 
com ponents simply project out. For the other regions, in order to measure 
V<p directly, it is necessary to chose stars which are near the subcentral or 
tangent point. Here the VR com ponent is norm al to the line of sight and 
hence projects out. In practice this is difficult as the  projection factors 
are strongly dependent on the value of R.  Therefore we decided to  use 
our values of (Vr ) and ctr, which we m easured in the t  =  0,180° fields, to 
model out the known contributions of (Vr ) and ctr to the observed velocity 
d istribution and solve for (V ,^) and av directly.
Our main aim observationally in this thesis was to obtain  spectra of 
as m any of these red giants as we could. We took medium  resolution 
spectra  of about 600 red giant stars. From  the spectra  we measured cross­
correlation velocities. The spectra also gave equivalent w idth measurem ents 
for abundance estim ates and were used to  calculate synthetic DDO colors. 
These spectra  were taken between July 1983 and June 1986 on the MSO 
1.9 m eter, the 3.9 m eter Anglo-Australian Telescope, and the 2.1 m eter 
NOAO telescope at K itt Peak National Observatory.
1.6  C h em ica l A b u n d a n ce  G rad ien ts
A nother property of galactic disks th a t we should consider is the evo­
lution of chemical abundances and chemical gradients in the galactic disk. 
Some early work on the subject was done by Aller (1942) who showed th a t
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the spectra  of H II regions in M 33 depended strongly on their locations in 
the galaxy. This work was summarized and confirmed by Searle (1971)
Janes (1979) has summarized the work of several authors on chemical 
gradients in the Milky Way. In th a t paper, Janes himself m easured the 
chemical abundance of G and K stars in the galaxy using DDO photom etry. 
He combined these w ith results of previously published UBV photom etry 
of some galactic open clusters to obtain a gradient of —0.05 dex kpc-1 in 
[Fe/H],  This is similar to the results found by many authors. However, the 
studies of galactic chemical gradients have concentrated almost entirely on 
young and interm ediate age objects. It would be very interesting to know 
the run  of abundance in the old disk, as this can provide insight into the 
enrichm ent of the interstellar medium at the time when the old disk was 
young.
1.7  T h esis  O utline
Since we have now covered our plan of a ttack  for this project, we present 
here a brief outline of the thesis. C hapter 2 will concentrate on the pho­
tom etry  done for this project, how it was reduced and how distances were 
derived for the stars. In C hapter 3 we discuss the spectroscopic obser­
vations and reductions. We also discuss the cross-correlation m ethod, the 
abundance calibration and the calibration of the synthetic DDO colors from 
the spectra. C hapter 4 describes the basic theory of our velocity deprojec­
tions in the R  and <p directions. It also presents some of the raw results of 
the kinem atic and abundance information. In C hapter 5 we discuss possi­
ble in terpretations of the results presented in C hapter 4. In C hapter 6 we 
recapitu late  what we have learned in this project and w hat conclusions we 
have been able to draw from the information in the previous chapters. We 
also discuss some plans for future work. Finally, Appendix I shows how we
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estim ated the errors in our stellar photom etric parallax distances.
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C H A P T E R  T W O
P h o t o m e t r i c  O b s e r v a t i o n s  a n d  R e d u c t i o n s
2 .1  In tro d u ctio n  and  S e lectio n  C riteria
In order for this project as outlined in the previous chapter to succeed, a 
large num ber of candidate giants was needed for spectroscopic observation. 
We decided on red giant stars because they are the brightest of the old 
stars and hence their kinematics can be m easured to  large distances; as we 
shall show later, most of the giants which we will observe are indeed old.
Stars w ith [ B—V ) 0 >  1.5 were excluded because the long period variable 
stars begin to appear a t about th a t color. As we wish to  determ ine our 
distances from photom etric parallaxes, variable m agnitudes and colors are 
clearly undesirable.
A cutoff in the blue is also necessary. Figure 2.1 illustrates the problem, 
th a t giants of different ages have different absolute m agnitudes a t the same 
intrinsic color. Thus if the old disk includes stars of different ages, we would 
have significant distance uncertainties for the bluer giants. However, the 
funnel effect seen in th a t figure reduces the spread in absolute m agnitude 
for the stars. We therefore imposed a blue cutoff at (B — V ) Q < 1.2 in 
order to take advantage of this funnel effect. Thus w ith colors in the range
1.2 <  (B — V) 0 <  1.5, our stars are middle to  late K giants.
2.2 S e lectio n  o f C an d id ate  S tars and  D is ta n ce  D eterm in a tio n  
Since the goal of this project was to measure the radial changes of the
kinem atic properties and chemical abundance, a large sample of stars was 
needed over a wide range of distances. As it was necessary for some of the 
stars in the sample to be as faint as V  «  16, no existing survey of K
16
F ig u re  2 .1 -  Isochrones for Galactic Clusters from Eggen & Sandage
( 1969) .
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(B -  V),
giants Weis suitable. It was therefore necessary to do our own photom etric 
survey. We decided to identify the candidate red giants from photographic 
photom etry of our regions of interest, using photographic plates taken with 
the one-m eter telescope at Siding Spring Observatory. It will be shown 
later th a t the reduction m ethod employed in this project gives an accuracy 
th a t is good enough for our purposes.
The next task was to choose which regions to study. The regions had to 
lie close to  the galactic plane and have relatively low absorption, preferably 
less th an  1.5 magnitudes in V so th a t the more distant stars in the regions 
were no fainter than  about V  «  16. The choice of B aade’s Window at 
i  =  0°.9, b = —3°.9 was an obvious one, as it would give a direct measure of 
the radial variation of the radial component of the velocity dispersion, with 
negligible contam ination from the azim uthal and vertical components. For 
our o ther regions, we searched the literature for d istan t galactic globular 
and open clusters which lie near the galactic plane and have low measured 
reddenings. All of the candidate regions were checked visually on the Palo- 
m ar or Schmidt surveys for evidence of large absorption gradients near the 
clusters, as shown by obvious changes in the stellar density. We eventually 
adopted seven regions for study. The fields were chosen by galactic lati­
tude, absorption and also by galactic longitude; it was desirable to have 
the regions spread around the galactic plane, so th a t we could also study 
the radial variation of the azim uthal com ponent of the velocity dispersion 
and m ean motion. The regions chosen and their properties are described in 
Table 2.1. E c is a reference reddening, usually the reddening of the cluster 
in the field and rc is a reference distance, usually the distance to the cluster. 
The longitude distribution of the regions shown in Figure 2.2.
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T able 2.1 Regions for Observation
Cluster t° b° E c
NGC 6522 0.9 -3.9 0.50
NGC 6712 25.3 -4.3 0.35
NGC 5927 326.6 4.9 0.55
Circinus 311.3 -3.8 0.40
NGC 2660 265.9 -3.0 0.38
NGC 2324 213.5 3.3 0.11
NGC 2158 186.7 1.8 0.43
rc Ref
6300 van den Berg (1979)
7400 Sandage Sz Smith (1966) 
7200 Menzies (1974)
5000 Freeman et al (1977)
2900 Hartwick &; Hesser (1973) 
2700 Becker (1960)
4900 Arp & Cuffey (1962)
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F ig u re  2 .2 -  Longitude distribution of regions observed. The longitude
for NGC 6522 has been exaggerated slightly.
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We then  selected K giants at particular distances from the galactic cen­
ter. For example, in Baade’s Window, we wish to choose stars uniformly 
d istributed in the distance interval 1 to  8 kpc from the galactic center. The 
choice of these stars from our photographic photom etry would be straight 
forward, were it not for the problem of interstellar reddening.
Near the galactic plane, the reddening will be a function of distance from 
the sun. As our goal is to choose stars by their distances, we clearly need 
to define a run of reddening w ith distance in each field th a t is consistent 
w ith the observed reddening for the reference cluster in each field.
In one of our regions (the Circinus field a t £ =  311° ,b =  3°), Freeman 
et al. (1977) measured the run of reddening using OB stars. They found 
th a t the color excess increases linearly w ith distance modulus. Similar 
behavior was found by W allerstein (1962), Sandage and Sm ith (1966), and 
Janes (1979) for other regions. Thus as an approxim ation we adopted a 
reddening model in which the color excess is a linear function of distance 
modulus. This model also included the assum ption th a t the absorbing 
layer was 500 pc thick (±  250 pc) and centered on the galactic plane at z 
=  0. We also assumed th a t there is no reddening w ithin 100 pc from the 
sun. The law depended on w hether the cluster th a t was being used for a 
reference reddening lies within or above the reddening layer. Thus we used 
the following:
E { B  - V )  =  <
0 r < 100 pc
Ec r >  100 PC>M <  250 Pc
\z\ > 250 pc
E ( B  - V )  =
l E c
0
E lo g  r —2 1
c j o g  r c —2 J
E lo S T7T7TIT1 -C'c lo g  r c —
> zc >  250 pc (2.1)
- 2
r <  100 pc
r >  100 p c ,1^1 <  250 pc 
\z\ >  250 pc
zc <  250 pc
(2.2)
where all distances are expressed in parsecs, E c is the cluster reddening, rc is
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the distance to the cluster from the sun and zc is the distance of the cluster 
above the plane. Figure 2.3 shows an example of the run of reddening from 
this law for the NGC 2660 field.
The next step in calculating stellar distances was to  adopt a color- 
absolute m agnitude diagram  for the stars. This obviously depends on the 
m etallicity of the individual stars. As we had yet to measure abundances 
for any of our stars, we assumed th a t all of the  stars in our sample had the 
m etallicity of M 67, i.e. [Fe/H] =  0.0. It is im portan t to  note th a t this 
assum ption was only used in the initial selection of stars for observation 
and not for estim ating the stellar distanes in the later analysis of our data. 
This assum ption is clearly not going to  be exactly right, as: (l) there will 
be a certain  am ount of dispersion in m etallicity about a m ean for any given 
distance and (2) recent studies (Janes, 1979 and references therein) have 
indicated th a t there is an abundance gradient in the galactic disk. However, 
these studies have dealt almost exclusively w ith young and interm ediate 
age objects in the disk, and it is not clear th a t the old disk has the same 
abundance gradient or even any gradient at all. We shall re tu rn  to this point 
in C hapters 4 and 5. Our assum ption of a uniform [Fe/H\  will lead to some 
distance errors, but is good enough for choosing stars for the spectroscopic 
program . The color-magnitude relation used for M 67 was from M organ 
and Eggleton (1978).
The procedure for calculating the stellar distances is then straight for­
ward. F irst an initial guess was made at the reddening, E[B  — V) =  E\.
Then:
( B - V ) 0 = { B - V ) - E l (2.3)
{B -  V) 0 -> M„ (2.4)
r =_  -j^Q0.2(mo— M„+5 — 3E[B — V)) (2.5)
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F ig u re  2 .3 -  The modelled run of reddening for the field NGC 2660. 
The cluster is shown as a filled circle.
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This value of r can then be plugged into equations (2.1) and (2.2) to  obtain 
a new value of E { B  — V) .  The procedure was repeated to convergence. The 
derived values of r, E ( B  — V ), (B  — V )0, combined w ith our color selection 
criteria , were then  used to  choose which stars from our photom etric sample 
should be observed spectroscopically. We stress again th a t the final dis­
tances used in this thesis will be based on the measured values of [Fe/H]  
from  C hapter 3. Note th a t errors in photom etry, reddening and metallicity 
will all lead to errors in the calculated distances. A discussion of distance 
errors is presented in Appendix I.
Our assum ption th a t all of the red stars in a given region are giants 
causes no problems. As was shown in C hapter 1, a simple calculation 
shows th a t the red stars in a given region in the plane interior to the solar 
circle will be mostly giants. The occasional M dwarf in the sample is easily 
recognizable from its prom inent TiO and MgH bands.
2.3  P h o to g ra p h ic  O b servation s and  R ed u ctio n s
The photographic observations were done on the Siding Spring Obser­
vatory one-m eter telescope. A t the f/8  Cassegrain focus, the p late scale is 
25 arcsec m m -1 which is sufficiently large th a t there was no appreciable 
overlapping problem w ith faint stars, even in the most crowded regions.
The field size is about 0.8 square degrees. V ignetting reduces the useful 
area of the plate to about 0.7 square degrees. Thus, in some of the less 
densely populated regions, it was necessary to take several sets of plates 
offset in various directions to  ensure th a t we had enough red stars for our 
spectroscopic observations in those regions.
The photography was done in two colors: Johnson B and V. The B 
plates were taken w ith Kodak IIa -0  emulsion and a Schott GG 385 filter. 
The V plates were taken w ith Ila-D emulsion and a GG 495 filter. In
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m ost cases the plates were hypersensitized by baking in dry nitrogen at 
68°C and then a period of soaking in dry hydrogen. The actual recipe 
varied from batch to batch: a typical example of a IIa-0  recipe is two 
hours baking tim e and four hours soaking. This increased the speed of the 
emulsion by about a factor of two, which was particularly helpful at times 
of cold w eather or precarious cloud cover. The plates were developed using 
standard  techniques and Kodak D19 developer.
The plates were digitized using the MSO PDS 1010 m icrodensitom eter. 
The PDS is operated using a system  which was developed locally by Dr. 
G .R. Hovey.
The reduction package used for analyzing these scans was designed for 
use w ith undersam pled stellar images. Thus a fairly large pixel size could 
be used, which made it possible to cover most of the p late w ith one scan. 
The plates were mostly taken in 2 to 3 arcsecond seeing. Therefore, a t a 
plate  scale of 25 arcsec m m “ 1 and a scanning apertu re  of 50 microns, an 
image would typically cover about 3 square pixels.
The PDS is limited in its sampling ra te  by the com paratively long time 
constant of its logarithmic amplifier. Scanning at speeds which do not allow 
sufficient time for the log amplifier to respond to  density changes on the 
plate  results in stellar profiles which will have a sort of zig-zag distortion. 
W hile this does not cause serious problems in uncrowded fields, it can be 
disastrous for some of the more crowded fields in this project, as a large 
am ount of overlapping occurs. The PDS scans a t speeds between 1 and 255 
units, where 5 speed units equals 1 m m /sec. Our scans were usually done 
at speeds of 50 units or 200 pixels/sec for 50 micron pixels.
The software used for analyzing the PDS scans was originally developed 
by Kavan R atnatunga on the ANU UNIVAC 1182 com puter. While the
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UNIVAC is b e tte r equipped to  cope w ith large numbers of magnetic tapes 
and had better plotting facilities than  the MSO VAX 11-780, several im­
p o rtan t factors caused me to  rewrite the software for the VAX. The original 
code was w ritten  in a subset of FORTRAN IV, was largely uncommented 
and was completely undocum ented. This made it extremely difficult for 
the user to  understand w hat the software was doing to  his data. Secondly, 
the UNIVAC is a very inconvenient, abusive and frustrating  com puter to 
use, owing to its location and extremely unfriendly operating system  and 
editor. The fact th a t the UNIVAC could handle a larger num ber of tapes 
m ust have been a major contributor to  R atn atu n g a’s decision to base his 
com putational efforts at the UNIVAC, as his project created the need to 
read a very large num ber of tapes. However this was un im portant in our 
case, as the num ber of tapes generated by our PDS scans was not so large. 
The code was rew ritten in FORTRAN V (1977 standard) and was carefully 
commented and documented.
The analysis of the scans began w ith an estim ate of the mean and 
sigma of the sky across the plate. This was achieved by first dividing the 
scan m ap into a num ber of subsquares. The scan maps were generally 
2000 x 2000 pixels, so th a t they were usually divided into 400 subsquares 
of 100 x 100 pixels each. Next the intensity histogram  (77 function) was 
calculated for each subsquare. These 77 functions are highly skewed in the 
positive direction (i.e. towards higher intensity) by the presence of stellar 
images and plate defects. Thus, to find a true unbiased m ean sky value, it 
was necessary to employ an iterative non-sym m etrical no  clip, where 0  is 
the dispersion of intensity values in each subsquare and n was set to three 
(Newell 1979). The m axim um  num ber of iterations was ten. It was rare, 
however, th a t so many iterations were required to  obtain a stable mean.
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Next, the stellar images on the scan map were located as pixels more 
than  a certain  num ber of sigma above sky, where sigma is now the dispersion 
of the clipped 77 function. This threshold was never allowed to go below 4cr, 
as at such low levels the images are likely to include emulsion defects or 
individual grains. W hen a local m axim um  was found, a weighted mean was 
perform ed on the surrounding pixels to find the center of the image, and 
the image was tested  to  see if it was above the threshold value. Next the 
sky was subtracted  from the area of the m ap surrounding the image. The 
density of each pixel was then translated  to transm ission via the relation:
T  = 10_D (2.6)
Using transm ission has the disadvantage th a t one loses inform ation for 
bright stars, i.e. high density, as the gradient of the  transm ission function 
in equation (2.6) is quite shallow there. However none of our stars was 
anywhere near bright enough for this effect to  m atte r. Using transm ission 
has the advantage th a t the transm ission of individual pixels can be added 
together directly to  form an instrum ental m agnitude. (This is not the 
case w ith densities.) Therefore, by using transm ission, we can emulate 
an iris photom eter by calculating the effective transm ission of a circular 
apertu re  from our undersam pled scans. Thus we synthesized an aperture 
which was circular and had a diam eter of 4 pixels, which was slightly larger 
th an  the image sizes of the stars in which we were interested. Finally all 
of the transm ission in this circular aperture centered on the image was 
added together and normalized by its area. The to ta l transm ission was 
then  converted to an instrum ental m agnitude with:
l ^ i n s t  =  C o  +  CiET (2-7)
where E T  is the normalized sum  of transm ission for the star. This instru­
m ental m agnitude was calibrated to  true m agnitudes later. The whole map
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was searched in this way in order to find all of the stellar images on the 
plate. The scan maps for bo th  colors were trea ted  in the same way.
To m atch the corresponding images from both  plates, we found accurate 
centers of position standard  stars (usually SAO stars) on bo th  scan maps. 
These centers were found by fitting least squares ellipses to the density 
contours of these standard  stars. We were then able to  find the plate 
constants for both  scan m aps. This allowed us to  take out the effects of 
ro ta tion  and translation  and thus enabled us to m atch the corresponding 
stellar images on the two scan maps.
Finally the stars were calibrated to  true m agnitudes w ith standards 
which were on the scan maps w ith the program  stars. These standards 
usually came from previously published photoelectric photom etry. The 
final calibration was done w ith a spline fit to  the curve of true  m agnitude 
versus instrum ental m agnitude. The errors in m agnitude were between 
0.04 and 0.07 m agnitudes and the errors in color were between 0.07 and 0.1 
m agnitudes. Thus this approach of using undersam pled scans and synthetic 
iris photom etry gave accurate results w ith a significant reduction in PDS 
and com puter time.
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C H A P T E R  T H R E E
S p ectro sco p ic  O b servation s an d  R ed u c tio n s
In tro d u ctio n
Having defined the sample of stars, we set out to  observe as many of them  
spectroscopically as possible. Spectroscopic observations were done on three 
telescopes, the M ount Stromlo 1.9 m eter, the 4 m eter Anglo-Australian Tele­
scope and the 2.1 m eter NO AO telescope at K itt Peak National Observatory 
in Tucson, Arizona. The observations a t each telescope are trea ted  in sepa­
ra te  sections of this chapter. In addition, the AAT observations are split into 
two separate sections—one dealing w ith slit spectroscopy and the other dealing 
w ith m ulti-object fiber spectroscopy. There were also observations done at high 
resolution at the MSO 1.9 m eter and the newly commissioned ANU 2.3 m eter 
telescope, to establish the radial velocities of our local standard  stars. These 
will also be dealt w ith in separate sections of this chapter. The reduction m eth­
ods used for each type of observation will be discussed in the same sections as 
the observations. Next we will discuss the m ethod for measuring the velocities 
from  the reduced spectra. Finally we will describe the abundance calibrations, 
the m easurem ent of the synthetic DDO colors, which were used as a check on 
the zero point of our spectroscopic abundances and the revision of our stellar 
distances.
3 .1  S lit S p ectro sco p y  a t th e  M SO  1.9 M eter
The observations on the MSO 1.9 m eter telescope were done starting  in July 
1983 and continued unabated  until October 1985, w ith  the exception of the 
m onths of November, December and January  when either none of our regions 
were in the sky or those th a t were had stars which were too faint to  be observed 
w ith this particular telescope.
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The observations were made at the Cassegrain focus w ith the Boiler and 
Chivens spectrograph and the M ount Stromlo Observatory Two Dimensional 
Photon Counting Array (Stapinski et. al. 1981). The 2DPCA was used in 
two different ways— CCD +  6-stack (six optically coupled electrostatic image 
tubes) and CCD +  two coupled 18mm m icrochannel plates. The PCA  has 745 
channels in the wavelength direction and 244 rows in the spatial direction. Each 
pixel is 15/x (in wavelength) x36/i.
The grating used had 600 lines m m -1 and was blazed at 17°27' to a first 
order Littrow  wavelength of 10,000 A. W hen used in second order w ith the CCD 
and 6-stack  com bination, the dispersion was 57.6 A m m -1 or 0.86 A channel-1 
a t A =  5200 A. This gave a coverage of about 640 A and a velocity scale of 
about 49.9 km sec-1channel-1 . While the 6-stack was adequate for obtaining 
velocity inform ation (the m ean velocity error is about 8 km sec-1), it did suffer 
from a num ber of difficulties, (l)  The efficiency of the stack depends critically 
on the efficiency of the leading image tube and we were plagued w ith leading 
tube  sensitivity problems. (2) The residual magnetic field of the earth  deflects 
the beam  slightly as it passes from tube to  tube. Therefore, over a period of 
tim e the direction of dispersion was ro tated  out of alignm ent w ith the rows of 
the CCD. This m eant not only th a t the signal to  noise ratio  was decreased, 
bu t also th a t velocity inform ation would be degraded due to the tilting of the 
spectral lines. A djustm ents to  correct this ro tation  problem  had to be done 
several times per night. These tests were usually done on a nearby bright field 
s tar. Fortunately the six-stack was replaced by the 18mm tandem  M CP in 
A pril-June 1984.
The 18mm tandem  M CP has neither of the problems previously mentioned 
for the six-stack. W hen used w ith  the grating as described above, a dispersion 
of 42.0 A m m -1 or 0.63 A channel-1 at A =  5200 A and a wavelength coverage
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of about 470 Ä was obtained. This resulted in a be tter velocity scale of about 
36.5 km sec-1 channel-1 .
The wavelength system was calibrated w ith exposures of an Fe-A r arc. As 
there was a large am ount of ‘d rift’ in the system , it was necessary to take an 
arc exposure a t least every 2000 seconds. This drift became noticeably worse 
a t high zenith  distances, and maxim um  exposure times had to  be shortened 
accordingly. This drift was probably caused by mechanical movement w ithin the 
spectrograph itself, in particular in the grating holder whose locking mechanism 
is certainly not all th a t it should be.
Each region observed had at least two bright local standard  stars. We tried 
to do at least two exposures of each of these stars during the night. However, 
bad w eather and other constraints sometimes prevented our doing so. These 
stars gave us a measure of the velocity errors from night to night.
A lthough the PC A has 244 useable rows we recorded only about 20 rows. 
These provided enough inform ation to get the entire spectrum  of the s tar plus 
an ample num ber of rows to  be used for sky subtraction. In regions where 
crowding was a problem  it was sometimes necessary to  record ex tra  rows to 
make sure sufficient sky was recorded.
The reduction of the spectra  was begun by cross-correlating (see section 
3.8) all of the arcs of a given night against the first arc of th a t night. This was 
done to  determ ine w hether there were any large shifts in pixels of the arcs over 
the night. This occurred somewhat more frequently a t the beginning of our 
observing on the 1.9 m eter, because the old arc system  was a sort of plunger 
arrangem ent which had to be operated manually. The pushing and pulling 
of the plunger, no m atte r how gently, caused vibrations which occasionally 
produced shifts of 0.2 to 0.3 channels (10 or 15 km sec-1). This was clearly 
unacceptable, and any star whose arcs had shifts of around 10 km sec-1 or
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greater was autom atically rejected. Fortunately, in late 1983 a new arc system 
was installed on the spectrograph, in which a flip m irror is driven into the light 
p a th  by a small m otor. Once this new arc system  was installed, no such sudden 
large shifts were noticed.
Next, all of the arcs were rebinned to a loglambda scale w ith the same zero 
point and increment. Then they were all cross-correlated against the first arc 
of the night again, to ensure th a t the rebin coefficients determ ined for each arc 
were pu tting  all exposures onto the same scale. Any arc w ith a shift greater 
th an  about 7 km sec-1 was autom atically rejected. This did not happen very 
often, and was generally a result of a badly exposed arc.
Next the s tar exposures were sky subtracted  and the rows containing the 
s ta r ’s spectrum  were added together and rebinned to a loglambda scale. Next a 
‘supertem plate’ was created by adding together all of the exposures of the local 
standards from the first night to created one very high signal spectrum . All 
of the program  stars including the local standards were then cross-correlated 
against this ‘supertem plate’. W ith this procedure, all stars including the local 
standards were trea ted  in the same m anner. The cross correlation m ethod used 
was fairly straight forward and will be discussed in section 3.8. The velocities 
had a m ean error of about 8 km sec-1 for the six-stack observations and about 
6 km  sec-1 for the tandem  M CP observations.
W hat remained to be done was to tie these relative velocities back to helio­
centric velocities by finding the heliocentric velocities of the local standards in 
each region. This will be discussed in sections 3.6 and 3.7.
3.2  S lit S p ectro sco p y  a t th e  A A T
These observations were done on several runs between December 1983 and 
June 1984. The observations were made at Cassegrain f/8  focus using the RGO 
spectrograph w ith the 25 cm cam era. The 600V grating was used w ith blaze
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to collimator; this gave a dispersion of about 66 Ä m m -1 at A =  5000 Ä at the 
detector.
The detector used was the Image Photon Counting System (IPCS). The 
IPCS has 2000 xl5/x pixels in the wavelength direction and can be used in a 
variety of two dimensional configurations. We used 2000 pixels in the spectral 
direction and 20 x55 f i  pixels in the spatial direction, which again provided 
enough information for proper sky subtraction. This arrangem ent gave a dis­
persion of about 1 Ä pixel-1 and a velocity scale of about 59 km sec-1 channel-1 
a t A =  5000 Ä. The length of the detector provided about 1800 Ä of useful 
spectrum .
Comparison C u-A r arcs were used before and after each s tar in order to 
m easure accurately the drift in the system . The internal drift in the IPCS 
tu rned  out to  be much smaller th a t w ith the PC A, less than  1 pixel compared 
w ith about 3 to  4 over a typical night.
As w ith the 1.9 m eter observations, we observed two bright local standards 
in each field. These were each observed twice during every night of observing.
The reduction of the spectra  proceeded almost identically w ith the procedure 
outlined in the previous section, w ith only one difference. Each night on the 
AAT, an exposure of the twilight sky was taken. The pixels in each row were 
then  averaged to  give a profile of the vignetting along the slit. Before sky 
subraction, each row of each program  star map was divided by the appropriate 
average twilight sky value. This correction turned  out to  be very small. The 
m easured velocities had m ean errors of about 5 km  sec-1 .
3 .3  M u lti-o b jec t F ib er  S p ec tro sco p y  a t th e  A A T
These observations were s tarted  in January  1985 and continued until April 
1986; our time was scheduled as several one night runs. The m ajor advantage of 
fiber observations over slit spectroscopy is the ability to  observe many objects
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simultaneously. The field of the fiber system  on the AAT is 40 arcminutes, 
which was ju s t smaller than  the areas we scanned on our plates and was thus 
ideally suited for our project.
F iber observations have several problems and overheads, (l)  About 50% 
of the  light gets lost in each fiber. Thus exposure times have to be increased 
accordingly. However this is more than  amply com pensated for by the ability to 
observe 40 to  45 objects simultaneously. (2) As will be seen later in this section, 
reductions are somewhat more difficult as IPCS distortions make extraction 
of the individual spectra troublesome. However, software has been w ritten 
for this purpose. (3) Pre-run preparations are more elaborate. The positions 
of each fiber is set by small holes drilled in a brass plate  which is placed at 
the Cassegrain focus. These positions m ust be determ ined to sub-arcsecond 
accuracy, lest the light of the s tar misses the fiber. Since these plates must 
be ordered well in advance, the accurate coordinates of each program  object 
m ust be known at least 3 to 4 weeks before the night of observations. This 
involves a significant am ount of tim e at the  PDS to  do the required astrom etry 
as accurately as possible. (4) A lthough the same spectral resolution w ith the 
fibers as one gets w ith a 400/i. slit, the lim itations of the  IPCS external memory 
only allow the use of 1020 pixels in the wavelength direction w ith the fiber 
system . This is half the num ber used for regular slit spectroscopy. Thus with 
the  fibers each wavelength pixel is set to  about 30(i. Hence, there is some loss 
of spectral resolution and the wavelength pixels are doubled: therefore velocity 
errors are somewhat larger. These problems in no way outweigh the u ltim ate 
benefits of multi-object observations.
There were two sizes of fibers from which to choose. The 200/j. diam eter 
fibers have a size of 1.3 arcseconds on the sky. The 4 0 0 diameter fibers are 
thus 2.6 arcseconds on the sky. There were two 400/z fiber bundles, which
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allowed one to  set up one plate while observing another. This was not possible 
w ith the 200/z fibers at the time th a t our observations were being done, as there 
was only one 200/lz bundle; this gain in efficiency dictated our choice to use the 
400 i i  fibers. Each bundle has 50 fibers. However it is not generally possible to 
observe 50 objects, as there are invariably a few fibers which have been broken 
and some of the  others must be dedicated for sky observations. Generally one 
can observe between 40-45 objects a t a time. There is also a companion guider 
bundle w ith four small bundles of seven fibers each. These are in a circular 
p a tte rn , w ith six fibers surrounding one, and are used on bright stars in the 
field for guiding the telescope. This feeds directly in to the TV guiding system 
and can be m onitored constantly.
A part from the use of the fiber coupler, the setup of the telescope rem ained 
the same as w ith slit observations. The 25 cm cam era, IPCS, 600V grating and 
the RGO spectrograph were all used as before.
As many stars were being observed simultaneously, the original procedure of 
reobserving local standard  stars several times a night would have w asted a lot of 
tim e. Hence the following procedure was adopted, (l) The local s tandard  stars 
were still observed on each plate. They were used to set the zero-point of the 
velocities to  a heliocentric frame. (2) We did several exposures (at least two) 
of each region. Each exposure had enough signal in it to  calculate a reliable 
velocity for each program  star (the greater am ount of signal being needed for 
abundance m easurm ents). The velocity error of the observations of the region 
was then  calculated as the sigma of velocities of the individual stars from ex­
posure to  exposure. (3) Arcs were taken at least every 1000 seconds. As the 
entire IPCS area was being used, it was critical to m onitor the stability  of the 
system.
The reduction of these spectra  is not as straight forward as it was w ith
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the slit spectra. The individual spectra have to be located and extracted from 
the recorded array. At the IPCS cathode, the spectra are essentially paral­
lel: however, the ‘pin-cushion’ distortion in the image tube bends the spectra 
significantly especially near the edges of the IPCS field.
Program s w ritten  by Dr. J.R . Lucey of the Anglo-Australian Observatory 
were used to locate and extract these spectra. The program  first locates the 
center of each spectrum  from initial param eters, given by the user, which specify 
the row of the array on which the middle of the first spectrum  lies and the 
average distance between each spectrum . Then the program  finds the central 
row of each spectrum  at many points in the direction of dispersion, by doing a 
centroid fit over a window which has an adjustable location depending on where 
the previous center was located. The program  then extracts the spectra  based 
on a param eter, specified by the user, which gives the  approxim ate w idth of
s
each spectrum .
Sky subtraction was the next problem, because the fibers have different 
transm ission efficiencies. Twilight exposures can be used to work out the rel­
ative transm issions of each fiber, which can then be used as mulitipliers when 
subtracting  the sky. We can also use the [Ol] A5577 line which is present in 
the night sky at Siding Spring. The grating angle was set so th a t this sky line 
would appear near the end of each of the spectra. Thus the am ount of sky 
sub tracted  was adjusted so th a t the peak emission at A5577 was removed. As 
both  procedures seemed equally valid we decided to  use the la tte r because it 
was less time-consuming. Sky subtraction  was done after rebinning so th a t all 
spectra  were on the same wavelength scale.
As was previously m entioned, the velocity errors were calculated from the 
repeatability  of each velocity over several exposures. The final velocities were 
calculated by using the sum of all exposures. Again, they were cross-correlated
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against a ‘supertem plate’ consisting of the sum of the local standard  s tar spec­
tra . The velocity errors here were about 8 km sec-1 .
3 .4  S lit S p ectro sco p y  a t th e  K P N O  2.1 M eter
These observations were done on four nights in January  1985. Owing to the 
declination of our anti-center field (near NGC 2158: 6 «  24°), it would have 
been very difficult to get adequate spectra  of the number of stars needed from 
M ount Stromlo or Siding Spring.
Four nights of dark time were allocated on the KPNO 2.1 m eter telescope. 
The observations were made at the Cassegrain focus w ith the Gold spectro­
graph, the W ynne ‘C .J .’ Cam era and the intensified image disector scanner 
(IIDS), coupled w ith the cooled RCA glass th ree-stage magnetically focussed 
image tube w ith S-20 photocathode and P-11 phosphor screen.
The grating used had 600 lines m m -1 , and was blazed to a first order 
Littrow  wavelength of 11,000 Ä. The grating was used in second order and gave 
a dispersion of 39.5 Ä m m -1 or 0.9 Ä channel-1 . This gave a coverage of about 
900 Ä and a velocity scale of about 54 km  sec-1channel-1 at A =  5000 Ä.
The wavelength system  was calibrated w ith exposures of He-Ne-Ar com par­
ison arcs. These exposures were taken before and after each star.
As before, the observations included two bright local standard  stars. Two 
observations of each of these stars were done each night. These again provided 
a check on the velocity errors. In addition two velocity standard  stars were 
observed. These were used to put the velocities on an heliocentric zero point.
Much of the reduction was done autom atically w ith the DEC 11/44 com­
puter at the telescope. The user specifies which of the files are comparison arcs 
and which are program  objects and then identifies a few of the arc lines to  give 
a rough wavelength calibration. The program  then identifies the rest of the 
arc lines and works out a wavelength solution. The solution is then fitted by
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a sixth order Legendre polynomial and the coefficients are stored. The wave­
length calibration for program  objects is done as a linear interpolation in tim e 
between arc exposures on either side of the program  object. Thus most of the 
tim e consuming work is done w ith no user interaction at all.
W hat rem ained to be done was to sky sub tract the exposures. As the IIDS 
is a dual channel spectrom eter, it is standard  practice to do several exposures 
(generally 4) of each object in alternating apertures. Thus after sky subtraction 
the exposures of the program  objects needed to be added together.
The velocities again were found by cross-correlation w ith a ‘supertem plate’ 
s tar. The relative velocities were calculated from the previously m entioned 
velocity standards. The velocities obtained had errors of about 4 km sec-1 .
3.5 E ch elle  S p ec tro sco p y  a t th e  SSO  2.3 M eter
These were done in April 1985 by G.A. Wilson and K.C. Freeman using the 
echelle spectrograph on the newly commissioned 2.3 m eter telescope at Siding 
Spring Observatory. The MSO 2DPCA w ith 18mm tandem  M CPs was used els 
the detector. The echelle used gave a dispersion of about 5 Ä m m -1 or 0.075 Ä 
channel-1 . This corresponds to a velocity scale of about 4.5 km sec-1 channel-1 
at A =  5000 A.
The stars observed were some of the bright local standard  stars in some of 
the regions of this project. In addition, radial velocity standard  star exposures 
were taken so th a t the final velocity could be tied back to  a heliocentric frame.
The d a ta  was reduced by G.A. Wilson. As the echelle orders fell on the PCA 
in a very similar fashion to spectra  from the A AT when using the fiber coupler, 
the reduction of this d a ta  was done using a similar procedure to  th a t outlined 
in section 3.3. The d a ta  from the individual orders were reduced independently 
and the resulting velocities averaged to give the final results. The velocity errors 
here were about 1 km sec-1 .
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3 .6  C ou d e S p ectro sco p y  at th e  M SO  1.9 M eter
These were done in December 1985 and May 1986. The MSO 2DPCA was 
used as the detector. The grating had 600 lines m m -1 , was blazed to 16,000 Ä 
and was used in th ird  order. This gave a dispersion of 6.6 Ä m m -1 or 0.10 Ä 
channel-1 which corresponds to a velocity scale of 5.8 km sec-1channel-1 . For 
com parison we used exposures of a thorium  arc lamp. These were taken once 
per hour. The stars observed were the rest of the local standards which had not 
already been observed at high resolution. Again radial velocity standards were 
also observed. The reduction m ethod used was essentially identical to  the one 
described is section 3.1. The reductions of the December 1985 run were carried 
out by C.M. Flynn. The velocity errors here were again about 1 km sec-1 .
3 .7  C on version  o f  R e la tiv e  V e lo cities  to  a H elio cen tr ic  Fram e
A large num ber of spectra  were taken during m any different observing runs 
during the course of this project. The next problem  was getting all of the 
resu ltan t velocities onto a single heliocentric system. Generally bright radial 
velocity standards were not observed on the same nights as the program  stars. 
However, local standards were observed on every night. As accurate heliocentric 
velocities of the local standards had been m easured at high resolution, the 
program  star velocities could all be converted to heliocentric velocities.
3 .8  T h e C ross-corre la tion  P ro ced u re
We used the m ethod of cross-correlation. This is dealt w ith in a fairly 
detailed m anner by Simkin (1974) and Tonry S z Davis (1979), so this discussion 
will only highlight the main points. First we give a short discussion on how the 
spectra  were prepared.
As was previously mentioned, the spectra were all rebinned onto a loglambda 
scale, ( i.e. a linear velocity scale). Next, the mean intensity was calculated and 
sub tracted  from each spectrum  and the spectra  were divided by the standard
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deviation of the intensity. This puts all the spectra on the same correlation 
coefficent scale and ensures th a t an auto-correlation will give a correlation co­
efficient of 1.0.
As our cross correlation technique uses Fourier m ethods, it was necessary to 
tap er the ends of the spectra  w ith a cosbel function:
FL{xi) = F{xi)
FR{xi) =  F(xi)  cos (3.2)
where the subscripts R  and L  refer to  the left and right hand sides of the 
spectra , Ax is the to ta l length of the region to be tapered  and x,- is the  pixel 
num ber w ithin th a t region. The region size was usually chosen to  be 5 to  10% 
of the to ta l spectrum  size, i.e. for a 2000 pixel spectrum , a 5% cosbel would 
taper 100 pixels on either side.
The cross correlation function is defined as:
C(A ) =  A [ X2 F{x)G{x  -  A )dx  (3.3)
where F(x)  is the program  star spectrum , G(x) is the tem plate s ta r spectrum , 
A is the shift in A and A is a normalizing constant. This function can be 
rapidly evaluated in the Fourier domain. The spectra  were therefore Fourier 
transform ed:
f ( k ) = Y .  F{Xi) exp 2w*k x ' (3.4)
t = 0  iV
9(h) = G ix i) exP 27T*kXt (3.5)
*=o iV
Before the cross correlation product was taken, the transform ed spectra  were 
filtered by a cosbel a t low frequencies and high frequencies. The form er had 
the effect of flattening the spectrum  and thus removed any contribution of the 
gross curvature of the spectrum  to the final velocity results. Removal of the 
high frequencies resulted in the sm oothing of PC A two-point noise and photon
1 — cos
7TXi
2Ax
(3.1)
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noise, and thereby sm oothed the final cross-correlation function. Typical values 
of the sm oothing channels for a 1024 point transform  were (3,150,200). This 
means th a t there is a linear filter increasing from zero at channel 1 to 0.5 at 
channel 4 (3 +  l) ,  then  a cosbel from 0.5 at channel 4 to  unity a t channel 7 
( 2 x 3  +  1); from channel 7 to 149 the transform  was left unaltered; from 150 
to  200 the transform  was cosbelled down to zero and from 200 to the end the 
transform  was set to  zero.
Next the transform ed and sm oothed spectra were m ultiplied in the Fourier 
dom ain which leads to
c[k) = Af {k)g*(k)  (3.6)
where g*(k) is the complex conjugate of g(k) in equation (3.5). Note th a t 
because of the definition in equation (3.6) this operation is not commutative. 
The constant A  in Tonry &: Davis (1979) depended on the rms of each of the 
spectra. However, since we had already divided each spectrum  by its standard 
deviation, the constant A  is simply l / N .  This normalized function was then 
inverse Fourier transform ed to give C(A ) in equation (3.3). The m aximum of 
C (A ) was found by locating a zero in its first derivative by linear interpolation. 
This shift then corresponded to the relative velocity (in log channels) of the 
program  star w ith respect to the tem plate, i.e.
A • V  = (u. -  H,)  -  (vT -  H t ) (3.7)
where V  is the velocity per logchannel and H  is the program  star and tem plate 
heliocentric corrections and v is the program  star and tem plate true velocities.
3 .9  A b u n d a n ce  C alib ra tion
As mentioned in chapter 1, one of the prim ary goals of this study was to 
m easure the run of m etallicity w ith radius in the old disk. This can provide 
insight into the history of chemical enrichm ent of the interstellar medium of the
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disk. The m etallicity of each individual s tar is also an im portan t factor when 
estim ating its distance from photom etric parallaxes. The original approxim a­
tion when selecting the stars was th a t all stars had m etallicity like th a t of M 67. 
Hence the color-magnitude relation for M 67 was used to assign absolute magni­
tudes from the dereddened colors. W ith a good estim ate of the tru e  abundance 
of each star, the distance estim ate will be significantly more accurate.
To determ ine the abundances from the K giant spectra , a procedure similar 
to th a t of W hitford and Rich (1983) was used. M etallicities were m easured only 
for the stars done at the AAT and at the KPNO 2.1 m eter, as the spectral range 
of the MSO 1.9 m eter 2DPCA spectra was too small to allow the m easurem ent 
of sufficient features. However, the AAT and KPNO stars make up the bulk 
of the stars which were observed spectroscopically. The procedure basically 
involves a measure of the strength  of m etallicity sensitive features. For the 
AAT spectra  the features used were: Fe AA4384, 4405 and Mgb AA5167, 5173 
and 5184. For the KPNO spectra Mgb AA5167, 5173 and 5184 and the Fe A5270 
blend were used.
The line strengths were m easured by the integral:
where /(A) is the intensity of the feature a t A and 7c(A)is the intensity of the 
continuum  at A which was measured by linear interpolation between two nearby 
continuum  bands. Table 3.1 shows the continuum  band centers and limits of 
in tegration used in the line strength  calculations.
For abundance standards a num ber of globular cluster giants w ith  various 
known abundances and colors were observed. These are sum m arized in Table 
3.2.
The strength  of the spectral features is not only a function of m etallicity 
bu t also a function of tem perature. Thus it is necessary to include the intrinsic
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T a b le  3 .1 Sidebands and Limits of Integration
Feature Ai a2 Side 1 Side 2
Fe 4380 4415 4333 4506
Mgb 5160 5190 4952 5240
Fe 5260 5280 5225 5296
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T able 3.2 AAT Abundance Standards
Cluster Star fco 1 o [ F e / H \ Reference
47 Tue A22 1.33 -0.71 Chun Sz Freeman (1978)
47 Tue B447 1.27 -0.71 Chun &: Freeman (1978)
47 Tue M25 1.26 -0.71 Menzies (1973)
47 Tue M7 1.22 -0.71 Menzies (1973)
47 Tue B524 1.13 -0.71 Chun Sz Freeman (1978)
NGC 362 1137 1.46 -1.27 Harris (1982)
NGC 362 1157 1.37 -1.27 Harris (1982)
NGC 362 2213 1.20 -1.27 Harris (1982)
NGC 3201 1613 1.07 -1.60 Sm ith Sz Norris (1982)
NGC 3201 1626 1.11 -1.60 Sm ith Sz Norris (1982)
M 67 105 1.19 0.00 Eggen Sz Sandage (1964)
M 67 108 1.30 0.00 Eggen Sz Sandage (1964)
NGC 5927 331 1.03 -0.30 Menzies (1974)
NGC 5927 234 1.27 -0.30 Menzies (1974)
NGC 5927 456 1.35 -0.30 Menzies (1974)
NGC 5927 190 1.50 -0.30 Menzies (1974)
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color of the s tar in the m etallicity calibration We used a bivariate regression 
(Bevington 1969) of the form:
F£
. l l .
Co + C ^ B  - V ) 0 + C2 log T,W\ (3.9)
where (B  — V ) 0 is the intrinsic [B — V)  color of each s tar and T W \ is the sum 
of the strengths of the features measured.
Figure 3.1 shows a plot of log vs. (B  — V ) 0 for all the abundance stan ­
dards which were observed at the AAT w ith the slit configuration in December 
1983 and June 1984. The two lines show fits from equation (3.9) for NGC 362 
and NGC 5927. The standard  error of the calculated metallicities was 0.22 dex.
The fit found from equation (3.9) is shown in Figure 3.2 as a plot of line 
strengths, W r reduced to a standard  color of 1.32 vs. [Fe/H] where EW r is 
defined as
log EW r =  log + ^ - { ( B -  V ) 0 -  1.32] (3.10)
Ü 2
and the line plotted is
F£
7h  .
— C0 -f- 1.32Ci C*2 log E W r (3.11)
i.e. Y W r is the  expected line strength  if the s tar had a (B  — V ) 0 of 1.32. The 
fit coefficients were C0,C 1,C 2 =  -4 .0 1 5 ,-1 .2 6 5 ,3 .9 8 1 .
For the AAT slit observations in Dec 1983, two local velocity standard  stars 
were observed twice over the night. Their calculated [Fe/H] values bo th  for­
tuitously  repeated to  w ithin 0.01 dex! For the June 1984 AAT slit run , the 
two local standards were each observed four times (twice in two nights): their 
calculated metallicities repeated to 0.06 dex. Both of these are well w ith in  the 
errors defined by the fit.
For the May 1985 and April 1986 fiber data, bad observing conditions at the 
beginning and end of both  nights m eant th a t only a few abundance standards
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F ig u re  3 .1 -A  plot of logEW* vs (B  — V) 0 for the AAT abundance stan ­
dards. The two lines show lines of constant m etallicity for [Fe/H] = —0.3 and 
[Fe/H] = —1.27. The clusters are: M 67 (stars), NGC 5927 (filled circles), 47 
Tue (crosses), NGC 362 (filled triangles) and NGC 3201 (filled squares).
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(B-vr
F ig u re  3 .2 -A  plot of ‘reduced’ line w idth, log W r vs [F e / H ] for the AAT 
abundance standards. Wr is defined in equation (3.10).
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could be observed. The coefficients C\ and C2 of equation (3.9) were not inde­
pendently derived for these nights: values from previous AAT slit spectroscopy 
were adopted. The zero point C0 was derived independently from the local 
velocity standards which were observed w ith both  slit and fiber spectroscopy. 
The corrections to C0 were 0.07 dex and 0.27 dex for the May 1985 and April 
1986 observations respectively.
For the January  1985 KPNO 2.1 m eter data, o ther abundance standards had 
to  be used. Table 3.3 has a list of these standards. The fit to these standards 
was good to 0.25 dex. If the star N1904-89 was removed, then the fit was good 
to  0.05 dex. Figure 3.3 shows logEW* vs (B  — V ) Q for the KPNO standards. 
The reduced line strength  fit described in equations (3.10) and (3.11) is shown 
in Figure 3.4. The coefficients of the fit described in equation (3.9) for these 
d a ta  were : C0,C i ,C 2 =  -1 .1 2 4 ,-1 .6 0 0 ,3 .0 4 8
One difference in these KPNO observations from the AAT observations is 
th a t the spectral range of the 2.1 m eter observations was not sufficient to  allow 
m easurem ents of the AA4384,4405 Fe line. Thus the  A5270 Fe blend was sub­
stitu ted  in its place. The accuracy of the abundances does not however seem 
to have been compromised.
3 .10  C alib ration  o f S y n th e tic  D D O  C olors
In order to back up our results from section 3.9, we decided to calculate 
DDO color indices for each of our program  stars from the spectra. The DDO 
system  has had considerable success in recent years in measuring abundance, 
surface gravity and interstellar reddening for late type giants. The DDO system 
was also ideal for use in the wavelength range which we chose to  use for our 
spectra.
Figure 3.5 shows the response curves for the DDO 41, 42, 45 and 48 colors, 
(so nam ed according to their approxim ate wavelength centers). These filter
48
T ab le  3 .3  KPNO Abundance Standards
Cluster Star { B ~ V ) 0 [Fe/H] Reference
NGC 1904 89 0.99 -1.69 Stetson &; Harris (1977)
NGC 1904 153 1.35 -1.69 Stetson &: Harris (1977)
NGC 1904 15 1.49 -1.69 Stetson &: Harris (1977)
M 67 135 0.99 0.00 Eggen &; Sandage (1964)
M 67 164 1.06 0.00 Eggen & Sandage (1964)
M 67 105 1.19 0.00 Eggen &; Sandage (1964)
M 67 108 1.30 0.00 Eggen & Sandage (1964)
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F ig u re  3 .3 -A  plot of log T,Wx vs (B — V ) 0 for the KPNO abundance stan­
dards. Clusters observed were: M 67 (filled squares) and NGC 1904 (filled 
circles).
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F ig u re  3 .4 -A  plot of ‘reduced’ line w idth, log Wr vs [Fe/H]  for the KPNO
abundance standards. W r is defined in equation (3.10).
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[F e /H ] vs. logWf
logWr
F ig u re  3 .5 -A  plot of the transm ission curves for the DDO ‘41*, ‘42’, ‘45’ 
and ‘48’ filters. These were measured by M cClure (1976). Transmission is 
expressed as a percentage.
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responses were measured by McClure (1976), where transm ission is a percent­
age. The DDO magnitudes were calculated as:
£,• =  I*'  T i { \ ) S ( \ ) d \  (3.12)
J  X i
where Tt (A) is the response curve of filter i and 5(A) is the spectrum  of the 
s ta r. Next:
rrii =  —2.5 log £ t- — e, sec 2  (3.13)
where et is the extinction coefficient for filter i and z is the zenith distance of 
the observation.
The DDO magnitudes by themselves are not much use. It is in the colors 
where the information lies. As our d a ta  were not flux calibrated, the colors 
we calculate are not on the standard  DDO system. In order to transform  our 
synthetic colors to  the DDO system, we did some photoelectric observations of 
the local velocity standards in each field.
We also have to consider the problem  of reddening. The calibration of 
surface gravity and abundance requires dereddened colors. The reddening laws 
for the colors we used are:
C0(41 — 42) =  C(41 — 42) — 0.066E(B  — V)
C0(42 — 45) =  C(42 — 45) — 0.234E(B — V)  (3.14)
C0(45 — 48) =  C(45 — 48) — 0.354E(B — V)
These were found by M cClure and van den Bergh (1968). For our estimates 
of E ( B  — V) we used the values derived from the photom etric parallaxes in 
chap ter 2. As the coefficients of reddening are fairly small, even an error of 0.05 
m agnitudes in E [B  — V)  will have a fairly small effect on the final colors when 
com pared to other errors.
The color errors due to  photon statistics are of order 0.05 magnitudes. A 
larger source of error will be in the calculation of the m ean corrections from
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instrum ental to  true DDO colors. We estim ate this error will be about 0.06
m agnitudes. The results of this analysis will be discussed in chapters 4 and 5.
3 .11  R ev isio n  o f S tellar  D ista n ces
As was previously mentioned, the original stellar distances were calculated 
assuming th a t all of the stars were giants w ith M 67 metallicity, and were 
only used to select the candidate giants from the photom etry. Now th a t we 
have m easured [F e / H ] abundances for each of our stars we can redeterm ine 
the distances more accurately. We used color-magnitude diagrams of M 67 
(M organ & Eggleton 1978), 47 Tue, M 3, M 5, M 92 (Sandage 1982), M 13 and 
M 15 (Sandage 1970) to form a three dimensional grid in (B  — F ) 0, M v and 
[Fe/H],  The approach we used was the same iterative technique discussed in 
C hapter 2 w ith one im portant difference. The value of M v was found by linearly 
interpolating the values calculated from the two cluster diagram s which were 
ju s t above and ju s t below the metallicity of the star in question. Hence our 
final distances reflect the m etallicity of each individual star.
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C H A PT E R  FO U R
R esults
4 .1  T h e R a d ia l K in em atics
4 .1 .1  B asic  T h eory
The radial components (Vr ) and or were m easured in two regions. One of 
them  was near NGC 6522 (Baade’s Window) at t  — 0.°9 and the o ther near 
NGC 2158 at i  =  186.°7. As the longitude of B aade’s W indow is fairly close 
to zero, the contam ination from the azim uthal com ponent of velocity will be 
insignificant. We m ust check th a t this is also the case for the NGC 2158 field, 
by estim ating the contribution of the azim uthal m otion of stars in this field to 
the observed velocity distribution and also the contribution from the m otion of 
the LSR and the sun’s peculiar motions. We define an angle a  to be the angle 
m easured in the clockwise sense from the line of sight to the radial com ponent 
of the s ta r ’s velocity vector, in the sense shown in Figures 4.1a,b. The observed 
velocity relative to the sun is then:
V0bs =  V<p sin a  -  VR cos a  -  [(V© +  V^©) sin £ -  VRo cos i\ (4.1)
where Vv and Vr are the s ta r ’s tangential and radial com ponents respectively 
relative to  a nonrotating frame, V© is the circular velocity of the  LSR and 
V^© and Vrq are the sun’s peculiar tangential and radial velocities respectively. 
Using the law of sines:
sin£ sin(7r — o:) sin a  
R R0 R0
(4.2)
Therefore:
sin a =
R0 sin t  
R
(4.3)
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F ig u re s  4 .1 a ,b -  The geometric figures used for velocity deprojection. The 
angle a  is defined as the angle measured in the clockwise sense from the line of 
sight to  the radial component of the s ta r’s velocity vector.
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Using the law of cosines:
R 2 - R 2 -  r 2 , ,
C0S “  =  ----- 2R r -------  (4*4)
Note th a t the sign of sin £ in equation (4.3) ensures th a t sin a  has the correct
sign and the length of the distances R and r ensures th a t cos a  has the correct
sign. For S  = — (V0 +  V^oJsin^ +  Vfio cos£, (the solar contribution) we can
solve for VR:
Vr  = Vv tan  a — V0bs sec a  +  S  sec a  (4-5)
In order to calculate a mean radial velocity (VR) for a sample of stars in some 
interval of galactocentric distance R,  we should take into account the variation 
of a  w ithin this interval. Similarly, a calculation of the dispersion would have 
to include cross term s involving a . However, Table 4.1 shows th a t sec a: and 
t a n a  vary very little over a 1 kpc bin in the B aade’s Window and NGC 2158 
fields. Hence it is safe to take the same value of a  for all stars in a give radial 
bin in these two fields.
(VR) =  (V^) tan  a  — (Vobs) sec a  +  S  sec a  (4-6)
To calculate the radial component of the velocity dispersion <tr, we s ta rt 
w ith equation (4.5). Calculating (VR) — (Ur)2 directly from this we get:
(v r ) -  (v r )2 = sec2 a  +  4  ta n 2 a  (4.7)
—2 (VobsV^) sec a  tan  a  +  2(V0bs)(Vip) sec a  tan  a
where ov is the azim uthal component of the velocity dispersion and o0bs is the 
dispersion in the observed radial velocities. If we m ultiply equation (4.1) by Vv 
and average:
{Vahy v ) =  (v£) sin a  -  <V„VR) cos a  +  <V„)S (4.8)
Next, average equation (4.1) and m ultiplying by (V^) gives:
{Vob,)(Vv ) = (Vv ) 2sm a  -  {Vv )(VR) cos a + {Vv )S  (4.9)
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T able 4 .1  Calculation of sec a  and tan  a
Region R (pc) sec a tan a
NGC 6522 1000 1.01 0.13
2000 1.00 0.07
3000 1.00 0.04
4000 1.00 0.03
5000 1.00 0.03
6000 1.00 0.02
7000 1.00 0.02
NGC 2158 9000 -1.01 0.10
10000 -1.01 0.09
11000 -1.00 0.08
12000 -1.00 0.07
13000 -1.00 0.07
14000 -1.00 0.06
15000 -1.00 0.06
16000 -1.00 0.06
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First we make the assum ption th a t there is no net radial expansion in the 
galaxy, i.e. (VR) = 0. We shall see soon th a t this is strongly supported by our 
data. Thus the term  (V^)(VR) cos a  in equation (4.9) is zero. Secondly, if we 
assume th a t the principal axes of the velocity ellipsoid are in the R , <p directions, 
the term  (VRV^) also vanishes. This is also a well founded assum ption as the 
vertex deviation for old stars is small (Delhaye 1965). Thus:
2 sec a  tan  «((Vota) (V^) -  (V ^V ^)) =  -2 c r2 ta n 2 a  (4.10)
and
° r =  °lbs sec2 °%tan2 «  (4*11)
From the values of sec a  and t a n a  in Table 4.1 we see th a t the azim uthal 
contribution to equation (4.11) is negligible. Also, as | sec a | is almost 1 in both 
fields, we shall make the approxim ation:
or «  oobs (4.12)
from now on for the NGC 2158 and B aade’s Window fields.
As was mentioned previously, the distance errors will cause some uncertainty 
in the calculated velocity. In Appendix I a m ethod is developed for calculating 
distance errors, taking into account photom etric, reddening and m etallicity er­
rors. The m ean result is an error of about 15% in distance from the  sun. If we 
let
8r =  nr (4-13)
where k is the percentage error and r is the distance from the sun, then
R l =  ) / r 2 +  R 20 -  2rR 0 cos i  (4.14)
R 2 = \ / [ r (1 +  /c)]2 +  R 20 -  2 r ( l  +  k) R 0 cos£ (4-l5)
6 R = \ R 1 -  R 2\ (4.16)
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If we then  let p = R  +  6R and recalculate (Vr ) from equation (4.6) we have
-  I( v r ) p ~  (^ ä) ä | (4 -17)
The true  error in the m ean will be from a com bination of this term  and the 
sampling error defined by the velocity dispersion. As these are not correlated 
the true error in the mean is:
£<^ > = \ / A<vW + Jpti t4' 18)
For oR the approxim ation in equation (4.12) ensures th a t the calculation of 
oR has no explicit dependence on R.  Hence:
=  ° R
E°r V2N
4 .1 .2  R esu lts
This section gives the main radial kinematic results for our program . Figure
4.2 shows a plot of (Vr ) vs. R  for our stars. We did not include stars which had 
m easured abundances of [Fe/H] < —1.0 as it is unlikely th a t they are members 
of the old disk population. For the most p a rt, the mean m otion is very close 
to zero. The m ajor exception to this is the very first bin which corresponds to 
a galactocentric distance of about 500 pc. As this is very close to  the galactic 
center and the galactic ro tation  curve is not well known in th a t region, it is 
possible th a t the contribution from the ro tation  term  in equation (4.6) is too 
large-hence (VR) comes out too high. In order to get this value to near zero, 
the ro tation  term  would also have to be near zero. This implies th a t there may 
be significant contam ination of stars from the galactic bulge in the first bin. 
Otherwise it seems th a t the assum ption of zero net expansion in the galactic 
disk is a good one.
Figure 4.3 shows the run  of log(tJ^) w ith galactocentric distance R.  The 
exponential decrease of or with radius is quite interesting when viewed in the
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F ig u re  4 .2 -  The radial variation of (Vr) as measured in the NGC 6522 
and NGC 2158 fields. The line at (Vr) = 0 and the point a t R0 are drawn for 
reference.
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F ig u re  4 .3 -  The radial variation of <jr as measured in the NGC 6522 and 
NGC 2158 fields. The fitted line implies a radial scale-length of 4370 pc. The 
point a t R0 is from Woolley (1965).
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con tex t of th e  galaxy m odels of van der K ru it and Searle (1981). These were 
m odels of locally isotherm al exponential disks of constan t vertical scaleheight. 
In the  first p ap er of the  series, van der K ru it and  Searle derived an equation  
for th e  rad ia l varia tion  of the  vertical velocity dispersion:
o\  oc e~R!h (4.20)
w here h  is th e  d isk’s rad ia l scale-length. If we m ake th e  assum ption  th a t
«  const (4.21)
th en
<7o oc e—R / h (4.22)
This allows a d e term ina tion  of the  d isk ’s rad ia l scale-length  from  th e  slope 
of the  fitted  line in F igure 4.3. T he fitted  line im plies a disk scale-length of 
h = 4370pc. T his is close to  o ther determ ina tions, (see B ahcall &; Soneira 1980 
and  references there in , van  der K ru it 1986), and  suggests th a t  th e  assum ption  
of un iform  aniso tropy  [equation (4.21)] is approx im ate ly  correct.
T he ru n  of or is also in teresting  as it re la tes directly  to  T oom re’s stab ility  
p aram ete r Q w hich m easures a d isk’s ab ility  to  stab ilize itself against local 
axisym etric m odes:
Q =
KCTr
(4.23)
3.36G E
w here E is th e  local surface density, o r  is th e  local rad ia l velocity  dispersion, 
G is th e  g rav ita tional co n stan t and  /c is th e  local epicyclic frequency. E can be 
e s tim ated  for an exponentia l disk from:
E =  E 0 exp-(R- Ro)' h (4.24)
w here we have taken  E Q to  be 67 M 0 /p c 2 from  B ahcall (1984). T he radial 
velocity  dispersion or is given in F igure 4.3. We have calcu la ted  k (R)  from  the
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B urton and Gordon (1978) rotation curve, using:
/c2 =  - 4 B ( A  -  B)  (4.25)
where A  and B  are the local Oort constants. Figure 4.4 shows the resulting run 
of Q. We see th a t Q is everywhere greater than  unity, so the disk is everywhere 
stable against local ring modes. According to Figure 4.4 this includes the regions 
outside the solar circle where the disk is quite cold. Some other interesting 
effects from this run  of Q will be discussed further in C hapter 5.
4 .2  T he T an gen tia l K in em atics  
4 .2 .1  B asic  T h eory
The tangential components (V^) and ov were m easured in the remaining 
four regions. A fifth region near NGC 2324 at t  — 213 was eventually excluded 
as we were unable to get adequate photom etry in the region w ith which to 
calibrate our plates. The previously published photom etry by Becker (1960) 
proved to  have quite a large scatter («  0.1 — 0.15 in m agnitudes) which was 
clearly not adequate for our purposes.
As w ith the radial com ponents, it is necessary to  separate the contributions 
of the radial and tangential components to the observed velocity. Unlike the 
radial com ponents, however, it is not possible to assume zero variation of a  
over a particular bin in these fields. Table 4.2 shows calculations of esc a  and 
cot a  for various galactocentric radii in the NGC 6712 field. The variation of a 
is therefore quite significant over a 1 kpc bin, and it is necessary to take it into 
account when calculating the mean ro tation  and tangential velocity dispersion.
If we solve equation 4.1 for we get:
Vv =  Vobs esc a +  Vr cot a — S  esc a  (4.26)
The average <p velocity is then  straight forward:
(Vy,) =  (V0bs esc a) +  (VR cot a) — S (esc a) (4*27)
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F ig u re  4 .4 -  The radial variation of Toom re’s stability  criterion Q, calcu­
lated from equation (4.23).
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T a b le  4 .2  C alculation of esc a  and cot a
Region R (pc) esc a cot a
N G C 6712 3600 1.00 0.00
4000 1.11 0.49
5000 1.41 0.99
6000 1.67 1.33
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Now we let x = V0is esc a, y = VR cot a , and z =  esc o:, so
Vr  = x  + y — S z (4.28)
Squaring and averaging gives:
(V£) = {x2) +  (y2) +  S 2(z2) +  2 (xy) -  2S(yz)  -  2S(xz);  (4.29)
averaging equation (4.28) and then squaring gives:
{V<pY  = (x)2 +  {y)2 +  S 2(z)2 +  2 (x)(y) -  2S(y)(z)  -  2S(x){z) .  (4.30)
Then, since — ( V 2) -  (V^)2:
Hence in order to calculate the runs of (V^) and o^  it is necessary to include 
the contribution of the radial component of the velocity as well. Since we only 
observe the line of sight velocity, we do not know how much of a radial velocity 
com ponent to sub tract off for each star.
However, from the previous section, we know the run of oR and th a t to a 
very good approxim ation, (VR) = 0 over the whole galaxy. We can therefore 
make a M onte Carlo calculation. We assign to each s tar in the sample a random  
value of VR from the following probability distribution function:
where oR is the velocity dispersion calculated from equation (4.22) for the par­
ticular value of R  of each star, and we take VR in the range — 2.0<tr < V r < 2.0crR 
for stability of the calculation.
In order to take the distance errors into account, we assumed the following 
form for the distance errors 6r when calculating esc a  and cot a:
c l  =  a l +  c l  +  S 2c l  +  2((xy)  —  (x)(y))
- 2 S{(yz)  -  (y)(z)) -  2S{(xz)  -  (x) ( z )) (4.30)
(4.32)
Sr = K.r (4.33)
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where again /c is some percentage error in distance. From Appendix I we adopt 
a value of 15% for /c. We then assign a random  value of A r from the distribution 
function:
P (A r) = _ _ L _ e- ( A r ) W ) ’ (4.34)
V27r6r
and then let
r — r +  A r (4.35)
Thus the galactocentric distance used to calculate esc a  and cot a  was
R ' =  \Jr’2 + R% — 2r'R c cos l  (4.36)
For each subsample of observed velocities, 100 M onte Carlo calculations were 
made; each gave a value of (V^) and ov These values were averaged to give the 
final result, and the dispersion about these means were taken to be the error 
which results from bo th  the M onte Carlo m ethod and distance errors. The final 
errors also take the sample size into account and were:
e<y*>=  + jvdbi (4-37)
and
(4.38)
where A is the error resulting from the M onte Carlo m ethod and the distance 
errors.
4 .2 .2  R esu lts
This section gives the main tangential kinem atic results for our program. 
Figure 4.5 shows a plot of the calculated log(cr(p) vs. R  for one bin in Circinus, 
two bins in the NGC 5927 region, one bin in the NGC 6712 region and three 
bins in the NGC 2660 region. Stars w ith [Fe/H] < - 1  were again deleted from 
the analysis as they are unlikely to be members of the old disk population. The 
point a t 13 kpc is m arked as such because its velocity dispersion is obviously
68
F ig u re  4 .5 -  The radial variation of ov . The fitted line implies a scale-length 
of 3360 pc. The point at R 0 is from Woolley (1965). The point w ith the dashed 
lines was om itted from the fit.
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discordant w ith the general trend defined by all of the other bins. As we shall 
see later, the point in this bin is consistent w ith the general trend in the mean 
ro tation  diagram  and we are at a loss to  explain why it does not behave in the 
velocity dispersion diagram. The fit in this diagram  is also of the same form 
for the or diagram , i.e.
o<p =  <J0V?ex p “jR/2/l*> (4.39)
The slope of the fit corresponds to a value of h v — 3360 pc. The fact th a t 
this scale-length hv differs from the scale-length derived from oR (4370 pc) 
probably means th a t the galactic circular velocity curve is not precisely flat 
over the region for which we have data.
Finally, to compare our mean ro tation  values w ith the circular velocity curve, 
it was necessary to adjust our da ta  for the expected asym m etric drift. The 
asymm etric drift is the lag in the mean (^-velocity of a group of stars behind 
the circular velocity a t a particular galactocentric distance. It is a result of 
the contribution of pressure support to the radial equilibrium  of a sample of 
stars, i.e. if there is more pressure support, then less m ean ro tation  is needed 
to support the sample.
The asymm etric drift is calculated from the zeroth and first moments of the 
collisionless Boltzm ann equation. The standard  result of this calculation is:
l i j R {pRa*) +  £(©2 -  (v*Y -  4 ) +  T z(pal‘] =  0 (4.40)
(O ort 1965), where p, (V^) and o  are the density, m ean velocity, velocity dis­
persion for the particular sample of stars and O is the circular velocity. If we 
assume tha t the velocity ellipsoid axes are also aligned parallel to the R ,ip ,z  
axes then only the diagonal elements of the velocity dispersion tensor are non­
zero. Thus rearranging equation (4.40) we get:
d in  (per*)
o 2 - < ^ > 2 =  - 4  ( i - 4  +V ° R d  ln R
(4.41)
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For small 0  — (V^), 0  -f (V^) «  2 0 , so:
0 -  (V„) » +
dln(p<7%)
d ln iü
(4.42)
Note th a t 0  — (V,,) is the definition of asymm etric drift. For 0  — not small, 
© -  (V„> = © -  aR.A
d \n{po2R) 0 2
1 ----- 'S- H-----S '-  H----------Ö-d ln R ° R
(4.43)
Using this definition, we then substitu te  for the relations found earlier on in this 
chapter for the radial and tangential velocity dispersions in equations (4.22) and 
(4.39). We also assume an exponential disk (Freeman 1970) of the form:
P = Poexp -R/ h (4.44)
This gives:
© — {V<p) =  0  — \ j — o 20(pe ~ R l hip + o \ R i ~ R l hR ^1 — — — (4 .45)
Figure 4.6 shows a plot of asymm etric drift versus R .  The norm alization con­
s tan ts  crov,,cjoß were those found from our linear fits to  the o — R  relations in 
Figures 4.3 and 4.5. The scale-lengths h r and h^  were also taken from those 
figures. The density scale-length, h has been taken to be the same as hR, which 
from section 4.1.2 is consistent w ith the assum ption of uniform anisotropy. Fig­
ure 4.6 shows th a t the asymm etric drift is nowhere larger than  about 20 km 
sec-1 , even in the inner parts where the velocity dispersion is quite high. The 
circular velocity, 0  was calculated from the B urton & Gordon (1978) rotation 
curve.
Figure 4.7 shows a plot of (Vr ) as calculated from equation (4.27) and cor­
rected for asymm etric drift from equation (4.43). As we m entioned previously, 
we expect th a t the sum of the mean ro tation  and asym m etric drift of the old 
population will equal the circular velocity as defined by the much younger CO 
clouds. This figure shows th a t this is in fact the case for the old disk stars in
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F ig u re  4 .6 -  The expected asymm etric drift vs. R, calculated from equation
(4.45).
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F ig u re  4 .7 -  The radial variation of (V^), corrected for asymm etric dirft. 
The curve is the Burton & Gordon (1978) ro tation curve. The point at R0 is 
included for reference.
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our sample. A further discussion of these kinematic results will be presented in 
chapter 5.
4 .3  A b u n d a n ce  R esu lts
Figure 4.8 shows a plot of [Fe/H],  as derived from the equivalent w idth 
m easurem ents, versus galactocentric distance. The distances used were calcu­
lated a5 described in chapter 2 w ith the true measured m etallicity included. A 
further iteration to  estim ate a new value of reddening from equations (2.1) and 
(2.2) and hence derive a revised intrinsic color and m etallicity gives a negligible 
change in reddening.
Figure 4.8 indicates th a t there is no significant radial gradient of abundance 
am ongst the old disk stars. This conclusion differs from those of many authors 
(see Janes 1979 for references) who have found a radial gradient of typically -0.05 
dex/kpc. These studies, however, were done m ostly on young and interm ediate 
age objects and their conclusions may not hold true for the old disk population. 
In a prelim inary report of a study similar to our own, Yoss and Neese (1986) 
have found a radial abundance gradient of about -0.05 dex/kpc. Their study, 
however, included the full range of disk giants from GO to K5, ra ther than  
restricting their sample to the older K2-K5 stars as we have. Thus the two sets 
of da ta  may not be entirely comparable.
As was m entioned in the previous chapter, the calculation of DDO colors was 
used to backup the results of our m etallicity analysis. M etallicities are calcu­
lated by com paring the dereddened m easured value of the DDO color C0(41 —42) 
w ith  a standard  table compiled by Janes (1975). The value 6 C N  is defined as:
6 C N  = C {41 -  42)meaa -  C(41 -  42)-td (4.46)
As is suggested by the name, 6 C N  is an index which is sensitive to  the strength 
of the CN band. As the strength  of the CN band is also a function of stellar age 
and mass due to  the predom inance of the CNO cycle in a s ta r ’s early history,
74
F ig u re  4 .8 -  The radial variation of [Fe/H\ .  The fitted lines shows no 
significant slope.
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this analysis will not be entirely analogous to th a t of the equivalent width 
m easurem ents. However it is known from Janes (1979) and H artkopf and Yoss 
(1982) th a t there is a good correlation between [Fe/H] and 6 C N , at least for 
stars w ith [Fe/H] >  —0.7.
The relationship used to calculate [Fe/H] from S C N  was th a t found by Janes 
(1979):
F e ­
l l .
=  4.56CN -  0.2 (4.47)
As our stars were all very red, the region of C (41-42) was the location in the 
spectra  where we had the highest photon noise. Typical errors in C (41-42) were 
0.05-0.06 m agnitudes. There was also an error of typically 0.05 m agnitudes in 
the transform ation of the C (41-42) color to  a true C (41-42) as described in 
chapter 3. Assuming th a t Janes’ intrinsic colors are error-free (which they pre­
sum ably are not) then the error in 6 C N  is 0.078 m agnitudes. This corresponds 
to an error in [Fe/H \ddo of 0.35 dex. Hence in a plot of the DDO metallici- 
ties versus the metallicities found from our equivalent w idth m easurem ents, we 
would expect an rms deviation of about 0.43 dex from a 45° line.
Figure 4.9 is a plot of [Fe/H \ ddo  v s . [Fe/H]wx- The measured deviation 
from a 45° line is approxim ately 0.47 dex, in good agreement w ith the expected 
deviation of 0.43 dex. This plot serves to show th a t there does not appear 
to be any significant calibration error in the values of [Fe/H] calculated from 
our equivalent w idth measurem ents. Hence our equivalent w idth calibration 
appears to be correct to w ithin the 0.22 dex error quoted in chapter 3. Given 
this information it seems clear from Figure 4.9 th a t the metallicity gradient 
seen in the disk w ith young and interm ediate age objects does not exist in the 
old disk. The implications of this result will be discussed in chapter 5.
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F ig u re  4 .9 -  [Fe/H } ddo  vs [Fe/H]wx• The dispersion about a 45 degree
line is about 0.47.
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C H A P T E R  F IV E
D iscu ss io n  o f R esu lts
In tro d u ctio n
In this chapter we would like to discuss some of the results of this 
project and w hat these results m ean in term s of the history of the galactic 
disk and its present state. F irst, however we give a brief description of 
why we believe our sample contains mainly old stars. In the  following 
section we discuss various determ inations of the disk’s radial scale-length 
and the differences between them. In the next two sections we discuss the 
im plications of the hot disk which we found from our observations and we 
address the question of the origin of the disk’s random  motions. Next we 
will look a t the galactic ro tation  curve and its relationship to the derived 
runs of radial and tangential velocity dispersion. Finally we shall look at 
reasons for why there is no apparent m etallicity gradient in the old disk.
5.1  T h e  A ges o f  th e  S tars in th e  Sam ple
Now th a t we are about to make some conclusions about the structure 
and form ation of the old disk, we need to know th a t the stars in our sample 
are in fact old. There are two direct argum ents th a t indicate th a t our 
sam ple does include prim arily stars of the old disk population.
The first argum ent goes back to the selection criterion for the regions 
presented in C hapter 1. T ha t is, the regions we chose had a value of galactic 
la titude  |6| <  5°. However none of them  had |6| <  2°. This m eant th a t the 
stars we looked at were at least 150 pc above the plane. As the scale-height 
of young objects is typically 90-100 pc and th a t for older objects is «  250- 
350 pc (see Bahcall and Soneira 1980 and references therein), most of the 
younger K giants would be excluded from our sample.
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O ur second argum ent involves the relationship between kinem atic prop­
erties and metallicity. Figure 5.1 shows a diagram  from Wilson (1986). This 
d iagram  is a plot of metallicity versus velocity for a large num ber of stars 
w ith in  400 pc from the sun in the latitude range (±3°) which Wilson ob­
served and for which he measured abundances and velocities. This figure 
shows a clearly unmixed kinem atical distribution for [F e / H ] > —0.2, cor­
responding to the local young («  5 x 108y) ‘moving group’ stars which 
Wilson was studying. At lower metallicities the structu re  in this diagram  
drops out and the m ean velocity and velocity dispersion correspond to the 
s tandard  old disk values for [Fe/H] < —0.2. Figures 5.2a,b,c show the same 
plots for all of the stars by regions in our sample for which we have derived 
abundances. In these plots we see no structure  in the velocity-abundance 
plane. Hence we conclude th a t our sample contains virtually all old disk 
stars.
5.2 T h e D is k ’s R a d ia l S ca le -len g th
There have been several recent determ inations of the radial density 
scale-length in the old disk of the Milky Way. The first by de Vaucouleurs 
and Pence (1978) was done by estim ating the surface brightness of the disk 
from  s ta r counts. They then  assumed the canonical value for central surface 
brightness of disk galaxies from Freeman (1970): fi0 = 21.65 B m a g / d ” . 
Their d a ta  gave a value of 3770 ±  450 pc. (corrected to  R 0 = 8500 pc).
Van der K ruit and Searle (1982) estim ated the local surface brightness 
from  plausible values of the disk’s vertical scale-height and the mass to light 
ratio  of the old disk. The value they derived for this surface brightness was 
in good quantitative agreement w ith the findings of de Vaucouleurs and 
Pence (1978). For the central surface brightness, however, van der K ruit 
and Searle estim ated a value from those obtained for old disks of other
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F ig u re  5 .1 -  A plot of [Fe/H]  vs radial velocity for disk stars from 
Wilson (1986). The clump at [Fe/H] > —0.2 shows the kinematics of a 
young unmixed ‘moving group’. For [Fe/H] < —0.2 the diagram  shows no 
structu re . This represents typical old disk properties.
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Figures 5 .2- Plots of [ F e / H ]  vs radial velocity for disk stars from three 
regions in our sample: (a) NGC 6522, (b) NGC 5927 and (c) NGC 2158. 
There is no visible structure in any of the diagrams.
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Sb galaxies which they had studied: this value was [i0 «  22.4 B mag/CH” . 
Thus they derived a value of h «  5000 pc. This lower value of the central 
surface brightness is intended to exclude the contribution of the younger 
population I objects.
Recently van der K ruit (1986) has derived the ratio  h / h z using the 
Pioneer 10 background starlight experiment data, where hz is the  vertical 
scale-height. Only the ratio  of h / h z could be m easured as the analysis 
had to be restricted to galactic latitudes >  20°. He derived a ratio of 
h / h z =  17 ±  3 which, for hz =  325 pc, leads to a disk scale-length of about 
5500 ±  1000 pc. While this is in good agreement w ith the result of van 
der K ruit and Searle (1982) it may be th a t the assumed value of hz =  325 
pc is not the best one. This scale-height was m easured for old disk dwarfs 
(Bahcall & Soneira 1980). However, the old disk giants would dominate 
the background light in the Pioneer data. The hz value for disk giants is 
probably less than  for dwarfs. For example, if we take the value of hz for 
disk giants originally advocated by Bahcall and Soneira (1980) of 250 pc 
for disk giants (from O ort 1960), then the ratio  of h / h z leads to  a value 
of 4250 pc. W ith this value, van der K ru it’s measure of the local surface 
brightness from the Pioneer da ta  (/i =  23.8 B m a g /□ ”) extrapolates to a 
central surface brightness of 21.7 B m a g /□ ” !
The value of h = 4370 pc which we found from our radial velocity 
dispersion information is consistent w ith the revised van der K ruit value 
ju s t m entioned. The assum ption which went into this determ ination was 
th a t of a uniform anisotropy in the velocity dispersion of the galactic disk, 
i.e.
—  =  const  (5-1)
G z
throughout. Given the values of h which are acceptable w ithin the quoted
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errors it is safe to say th a t our kinematically determ ined value is not really 
in significant disagreement w ith any of the abovementioned determ inations. 
The fact th a t our result is so close to two determ inations which were not 
based on the assum ption in equation (5.1) gives us confidence th a t the 
assum ption of uniform anisotropy is a good one.
5 .3  T he R un o f Q
It is quite obvious from Figure 4.4 th a t the inner parts of the galactic 
disk are indeed quite hot. The value of Q is everywhere >  1.3. This is 
comforting as a situation w ith Q < 1 could not survive and it gives us 
confidence th a t our values of Q are indeed realistic, especially given our 
assumed run of surface density and ro tation  curve.
It seems th a t the disk’s own velocity dispersion is large enough to pre­
vent bi-symetric modes from forming. A thanassoula and Sellwood (1986) 
have recently shown th a t a K uz’min disk whose value of Q rises to around 
2 near the center would be stable against these global bar modes. Our de­
rived run of Q rises from around 1.3 near the sun to  about 2.3 a t a distance 
which is roughly half a disk scale-length. Thus the apparent absence of a 
large bar in the old disk of the Milky Way is consistent w ith the increase 
in dispersion towards the central regions. This shows th a t it is not neces­
sary to invoke a massive halo to provide the support needed to suppress 
bar modes. This is in agreement w ith the work of Caxignan (1983), for 
example, which showed th a t these halos do exist in spiral systems but th a t 
their densities are probably too low for them  to be dynamically im portant 
except in the outer regions.
It is interesting to look at the run of Q produced by N-body models 
of Sellwood and Carlberg (1984), hereafter SC. In these models they tried 
to  describe the evolution of disk dynamics through heating by repeated
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encounters w ith transient spiral structures and cooling by accretion of gas 
from the galactic halo. They found th a t their models evolved w ith a value 
of Q which was almost constant w ith radius. This is clearly different from 
our results, and we should try  to understand the difference.
It may be th a t SC’s surface density distribution E(i?) and V (R ) are too 
different from those of the Milky Way to allow a direct comparison. They 
used:
R  (  2R \ ~ 7/8 (  r \ ~ 5/8
(5.2)V ( R ) ------(1 H------- )
a \  a / ( 1 +  d
, x (  20R \ ~ z/4 ( R \ ~ 2 (5.3)
( 1 + ü
where R  is galactocentric distance and a :is the disk scale-length. If Q is
constant, then we can predict a run of o 2R. If we only consider the shape of
the curve then:
, E 2
(5.4)2
where E is again the surface density and /c is the local epicyclic frequency, 
as defined in equation (4.25). This leads to:
=  2
( V d V
\ R d R  + R i )
(5.5)
Taking the first derivative of equation (5.2), using equations (5.3) and (5.5) 
we get:
^ ______________________ j1 + ¥ )  4______________________  gj
(1 + 2^ )* ( i + k)1{(i + k) - - b (i + k) h  + n)"1-* }
whereas from equation (4.20) we expect from our data:
o R oc exp R/hR (5.7)
F irst let us directly compare the density distribution of equation (5.3) w ith 
th a t of a standard  exponential disk. Figure 5.3 shows a semi-log plot of an 
exponential disk density function and the surface density used by SC: the
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F ig u r e  5 .3 -  A semi-log p lo t of the  surface density  used in Sellwood &: 
C arlb erg ’s (1984) models from  equation  5.3 (circles), as well els the  surface 
density  profile for an exponential disk (squares).
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two distributions are clearly different. The scale-lengths of the curves are 
approxim ately equal at about R  = 4000 pc so we let a — hR and compare 
the shapes of the velocity dispersion curves. Figure 5.4 shows a plot of 
equations (5.6) and (5.7) as a function of the ratio  R / I i r . The crosses are 
the predictions of the exponential van der K ruit &; Searle (1981) model 
and the circles are the predictions of the model by SC. Again these curves 
are not at all similar. As well as the obvious dissimilarities in the sense 
of curvature, the SC model also shows a singularity a t R / h R «  0.9. We 
suggest th a t the underlying properties of the SC model are different enough 
from  those of the Milky Way th a t their conclusion about the evolution of 
Q m ay not be applicable to the Milky Way.
Although evolution at constant Q is intuitively attractive, we can show 
th a t a constant value of Q for an exponential disk w ith our observed ex­
ponential run of aR is inconsistent w ith a fiat ro ta tion  curve. S tarting 
with:
£  =  £ 0 e x p -(Ä-fio)/h (5.8)
and our observed exponential run of aR, we can solve equation (4.23) for k? 
and hence the ro tation curve. Combining equations (5.5), (5.7) and (5.8) 
we get:
H e (5.9)
where x = R / h ,  y = V 2 and ß 2 = 11.29Q2G2E q/i2 exp2R°/h / o 2oR. This
equation has the solution:
+  ™ ß2e~2 12ß2e~x 12ß2e2 _ —i — 6ß2e x — 2ßzxe2 __ — x (5.10)
Note th a t this is normalized to  7  =  V© at R  = 2h. Figures 5.5a,b,c show 
plots of this ro tation curve for various values of Q. A part from a very steep 
rise in the central regions, the plots show a strongly decreasing ro tation
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F ig u re  5 .4 -  The radial variation of the radial component of velocity 
dispersion predicted from SC’s surface density function and rotation curve 
(circles). Also plotted is the run of o r  predicted from the isothermal sheet 
model of van der K ruit &; Searle (1981). The units are a rb itra ry .
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F ig u re s  5 .5 -  Plots of the expected rotation curve for constant Q and 
our observed exponential run of aji(R).  (a) Q =  1.3, (b) Q =  1.5 and (c) 
Q =  1.65.
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curve in the outer parts. This is quite contrary to observations which show 
the galactic ro tation curve to be flat out to very large distances, at least 5 
scale-lengths (Blitz-discussion at NATO ASI on the Galaxy 1986 in press.)
5.4  T h e O rigin o f th e  H ot D isk
Now th a t we know th a t the disk is indeed quite hot near the center, 
we need to identify the mechanisms th a t heated the disk. Spitzer and 
Schwarzschild (1951,1953) suggested th a t collisions between massive cold 
clouds and stars could account for the relationship seen between stellar ages 
and vertical velocity dispersion. Lacey (1984) has extended this concept 
to  all three galactic coordinates. However his calculations were unable to 
reproduce the ratio  oR : ov : oz for the solar neighborhood satisfactorily: 
too much energy was transferred to  the z direction. Thus it seems th a t 
massive cloud collisions alone cannot reproduce the kinematics we see in 
the R , tp components in the galactic disk today.
Although their models did not produce the observed dependence of Q 
on R , the mechanism proposed by SC seems to  account for the age-velocity 
dispersion relation in the solar neighborhood, and hence its effect in the 
plane is interesting. SC found th a t, if there was no cooling of the disk, the 
random  motions due to the encounters w ith the recurrent transient spiral 
s truc tu re  rose so quickly th a t the models soon became stable to the spirals 
themselves, and no more heating could take place. The effect of a certain 
am ount of infall from the halo was to increase the surface density, decrease 
the velocity dispersion of a given sample and hence lower the value of Q. 
This allowed the spiral structure to continue. They found, however, th a t 
as the  halo lost more and more mass, it lost its ability to stabilize the disk 
against global bar modes. They also found th a t the size and strength  of 
the bar depended critically on the ra te  of accretion from the halo. They
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suggest th a t, by adjusting accretion to ju st the right am ount, the spiral 
struc tu re  could be m aintained and the bar mode would still be supressed.
However a transient central bar could also act as an accelerating mech­
anism . Heating by the bar in the central parts followed by the gradual 
dissolution of the bar could cause cjr to rise in the way th a t we see in 
our data. It would have been interesting to  know w hether this mechanism 
would have worked, had SC been able to run some of their models for 
longer. Their ‘s tandard ’ model ran for 13.5 ro tations (at 2h) when a strong 
bar became apparent, compared w ith the likely age of the old disk of the 
Milky Way of about 20-30 rotations a t 2h. Longer runs may give some 
insight into the heating effect of central bars in the central regions of the 
galactic disk.
Toomre (1986) has suggested an alternative view: th a t the strong rise 
in the velocity dispersion towards the center of the galaxy could be a prod­
uct of mergers in the early lifetime of the galaxy. The idea is th a t after 
cloud fragm entation and collapse, the new proto-disk may have swept up 
large am ounts of excess m aterial. The resulting collisions w ith the merging 
m aterial would have caused a rapid increase in the velocity dispersion in 
the disk. Thus early on, the central parts of the disk would have been a lo­
cation of quite rapid dynamical evolution. This hypothesis awaits detailed 
modelling to see if it would work.
5.5  T h e R a tio  o f cr /^cr^
From  the epicyclic approxim ation, there is also a relation which connects 
the ratio  of velocity dispersions in the plane of the disk to  its ro tation  curve, 
i.e.
=  - B  
o \  A - B
If we use the functional form of the runs of velocity dispersion which we
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described in C hapter 4 then:
. R d V  2a20 
1 +  —  e  * *  '*«
H dR
(5.12)
'RO
If the ro tation  curve is flat, i.e. dV/ dR = 0 then the left hand side of 
equation (5.12) is constant. Hence to make the right hand side also constant 
the two scale-lengths m ust be equal. This leaves the ratio:
1  =  1/2 (5.13)
which is close to  w hat is seen in the solar neighborhood. We have observed 
th a t hp < hR. This suggests th a t the ro tation curve is not precisely flat. 
Equation (5.12) can be integrated to give an independent estim ate of the 
ro ta tion  curve from g r  and o tp. If we let x = R ( l / h p  — l / h R) then:
ln V 2 e—  — -  ) dx
X X
(5.14)
where ß 2 =  2ct^ / gr . This has the solution:
°o / __T \n
l n y  =  Z  V - -7 +  (/52 -  !) ln i  +  i f
n=  1 n  • n\
(5.15)
where K  is a constant of integration which is fixed by letting ln V  =  In VQ a t 
R  = R 0. Figure 5.6 is a plot of the ro tation  curve predicted from equation 
(5.15). We see th a t the rotation curve derived from this somewhat indi­
rect procedure is remarkably close to the Burton & Gordon (1978) ro tation  
curve, which is also included on this plot. This figure shows th a t the dif­
ference in the radial and tangential scale-lengths is consistent qualitatively 
w ith the curvature of the ro tation curve in the inner regions.
5.6 M etallicity in the Old Disk
The run of [Fe/H]  w ith distance (Figure 4.8) shows th a t the radial 
gradient of m etallicity which appears to  exist in young and interm ediate 
age objects (see Janes 1979) does not appear in our old disk stars. It may
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F ig u re  5 .6 -  The rotation curve expected from the m easured runs of 
the radial and tangential components of velocity dispersion (crosses). Also 
p lo tted  is the Burton & Gordon (1978) CO rotation curve (solid line).
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be th a t this behavior can be explained in term s of a simple model of star 
form ation rates by Dopita (1985,1986). For this model, he has argued th a t 
the m etallicity of a s tar is determ ined by the gas fraction in the place of 
its b irth . The gas fraction also determines the s tar form ation rate. If one 
then  assumes th a t s tar form ation proceeds radially from the center of the 
disk w ith tim e (e.g. Larson 1976), then the peak in the s ta r form ation 
ra te  occurs at at later times in the outer regions than  in the inner regions. 
However, the stax form ation ra te  has the same functional dependence on 
gas fraction throughout the disk. Therefore all the old stars formed in 
an environm ent w ith similar mean gas fraction, and thus they have the 
same abundance, independent of galactocentric radius. (The old stars near 
the center are then  somewhat older th an  the old stars in the outer parts). 
At present the gas fraction is low near the center and high in the outer 
parts. Therefore the young objects near the center are m etal rich while 
the objects in the outer parts are m etal poor. This is, however, only a 
qualitative argum ent and it also awaits a detailed model to determ ine its 
plausibility.
In a recently com pleted study, Rich (1986) has measured abundances 
for approxim ately 100 stars in B aade’s Window. His results indicate th a t 
a significant fraction ( «  40%) of the stars in this region are ‘super m etal 
rich’, i.e. [Fe/H] >  0. In this thesis, we have found very few stars in our 
sample to be super m etal rich. In order to  compare these results, we looked 
a t the color-m agnitude relation of our innerm ost bin. In th a t bin all of our 
stars were in the ranges 1.7 < [B — V)  <  2.0 and 14.5 < V < 16.0. Of 
the 39 stars in Rich’s sample w ith [Fe/H] > 0.3 only four of them  were 
in the color and m agnitude ranges of our sample. Hence the two samples 
are not directly comparable. His stars were mostly fainter than  ours. This
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indicates th a t his stars are somewhat more d istan t than  ours and th a t he
may have selected true central bulge stars, while ours are disk members.
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C H A P T E R  S IX
C o n c lu s io n s  a n d  S u g g e s tio n s  fo r  F u tu r e  W o rk
6 .1  C on clu sion s
From  the preceding chapters, there are several conclusions we can make 
about the kinematics and chemical properties of the old disk of the Milky- 
Way.
(1) The radial scale-length of the disk (as defined by the exponential 
decrease of the surface density w ith radius) can be determ ined from the 
exponential run of the radial component of the velocity dispersion in the 
old disk, if we assume th a t the anisotropy o r / oz is constant throughout the 
disk. The value of this kinematically determ ined scale-length is 4370 pc, 
which is consistent w ith the scale-length derived from photom etry and star 
counts. This consistency supports the assum ption of uniform anisotropy.
(2) From our measured run  of crR we conclude th a t Toom re’s stability  
param eter Q rises to  about 2.5 a t about half a disk scale-length from the 
galactic center. The value of Q is everywhere >  1.3; Q also rises slowly 
outside the solar circle. The fact th a t Q is never less th an  1 is reassuring, 
as a disk cannot be dynamically stable to  local axisym metric modes if the 
random  motions are so low. This gives us confidence th a t our measured 
values of Q are indeed realistic.
The fact th a t Q rises to such high levels in the inner parts  is im por­
ta n t as this probably provides the disk w ith the pressure it needs to  stab i­
lize itself against global bi-symmetric modes, as suggested by the work of 
A thanassoula and Sellwood (1986).
(3) The two exponential scale-lengths which were found from the runs 
of o p^ and o r  were not the same, which is w hat one would expect if the
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ro ta tion  curve were not flat everywhere. Given the exponential variations 
of bo th  a R  and <7^ , we can solve for the rotation curve analytically, because 
the  radial variation of the ratio o r / o ^  is related to  the ro tation curve. The 
resulting curve matches the B urton & Gordon (1978) CO rotation curve 
curve well over the region 3 kpc to 10 kpc.
(4) The radial gradient of metallicity, which has been observed for both 
young and interm ediate age objects, is not present in the old disk of the 
Milky Way. This may be indicative of a star form ation history in which star 
form ation proceeds radially from the center as a function of tim e, w ith the 
s ta r form ation ra te  and the m etallicity depending on the local gas fraction.
6 .2  P la n s  for F u ture W ork
6 .2 .1  T h e orig in  o f th e  G alactic  A n iso tro p y
Now th a t we know how hot the disk is, we are confronted w ith the 
question of how the disk acquired so much random  motion. As was previ­
ously m entioned, the work of SC has yielded some interesting results on the 
growth of random  motions in the planes of galactic disks. Models based 
on the Spitzer &; Schwarzschild (1951,1953) mechanism are successful in 
reproducing the age-velocity dispersion relation vertical to the plane in the 
solar neighborhood. The question we wish to ask is w hether these two 
m echanisms are coupled together to give the am plitude of the random  mo­
tions and the  velocity dispersion anisotropy which we see in the galactic 
disk today.
For exam ple, the transien t spiral s tructure  model of SC could act as 
a heating m echanism  in the plane of the disk. Then scattering by clouds 
may convert some of the s ta r ’s plane energy into energy in 2 . A simple 
scattering model would show us w hether the observed anisotropy could be 
reproduced in this way.
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6 .2 .2  T h e  T ru n c a tio n  o f G a la c tic  D isks
Another interesting question of galactic astronomy concerns the trunca­
tion of galactic disks. In their models of the three dimensional distribution 
of light in spiral galaxies, van der K ruit & Searle (1981) could fit an ex­
ponential disk function to the radial variation of light in edge-on galaxies 
only after a sharp cutoff at some large galactic distance (typically 4 to  5 
scale-lengths) was imposed on the models. They suggest th a t these cutoffs 
are in fact real aspects of galactic structu re  ra ther th an  an artifact of the 
d a ta , and they give a num ber of reasons for why these cutoffs may exist. 
One such suggestion is th a t there may be a critical density threshold, below 
which no s tar form ation can occur. Another suggestion is a scenario where 
disk form ation is slow and the cutoff is simply the distance out to which 
s ta r form ation has progressed at present (cf section 5.6).
It is possible to  test this picture in the Milky Way. The idea is to look at 
a sample of red stars in an anticenter direction. Modelling the distribution 
of giants and dwarfs in the region for various values of iümai, say 4/i, 5/i and 
oo, would give us an idea of w hat percentage of these stars we would expect 
to  be giants. We then take spectra  of these stars. If the cutoff does exist, 
it will manifest itself as an apparent detrim ent of the d istan t red giants 
relative to foreground red dwarfs in the sample. Our model predictions 
should then  be able to tell us w hether a cutoff exists and if so, where it is.
It would be an obvious advantage to use the same luminosity classifi­
cation strategy here as we did in this thesis. If we restrict our selection 
criteria  so th a t all the giants will be K stars and all the dwarfs will be M 
stars, then the sometimes painful process of luminosity classification can 
be made easier. This obviously depends on the choice of region and the run 
of reddening.
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At the tim e of this writing, we have been granted a night on the AAT to 
do this project using the fiber system in December 1986. W ith the ability to 
observe about 45 objects at a time, we should be able to answer the question 
of truncation  of galactic disks w ith ju st one night of good observations.
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A P P E N D I X  I
D i s t a n c e  E r r o r s
An estim ate of the errors in the calculated distances is a fairly straight 
forward procedure. The m ajor contributing factor to distance errors were:
• Color Errors
1. Photom etric errors g b^ - v )
2. Reddening estim ate errors oe{b - v )
• M etallicity
1. [Fe/H] estim ate errors a [Fe/H]
• M agnitude errors
1. Photom etric errors oy
To estim ate the contribution from all of these, it is necessary to go back 
to  the observable quantities, as some of these errors will be correlated, 
e.g. oyFtju\ and a^B-v)  (see C hapter 3). Our estim ate of reddening will be 
correlated w ith the distance error itself, as the reddening was calculated as 
a function of distance. However the random  errors in reddening are much 
larger than  the errors in reddening th a t come from the distance estim ate, 
as most of the stars we looked at were well out of the absorbing layer as 
shown by equations (2.1) and (2.2). S ta rt with:
(B -  V ) 0 = (B — V) — E [ B  -  V)  (A l.l)
by definition. Next let
F e ­
l l . = a{ B  -  V ) 0 + ß  log T,WX +  7 (A1.2)
where log I )WX is the m etallicity line strength  indicator which are defined
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in C hapter 3. a , ß  and 7 are all defined for the m etallicity standards in 
C hapter 3. Finally let
M v 6 { B - V ) 0 + e ' l l
1h .
+ e
over a small region of (B  -  V ) 0 and [Fe/H].  Then
(A1.3)
M v = 6[{B - V )  -  E { B  - V ) }  +
e { a { ( B - V ) ~  E ( B  - V ) ] + ß  log T>W\ +  7} +  6 (Al.4)
or
M v — 3 E ( B  — V)  =  (6 + e a ) ( B - V ) - ( 6  + ea + 3 ) E { B - V )  +
eß log E W x +  67 +  0 (A1.5)
If we trea t a , ß,  6, 7, e, 6 as known constants then:
aM„+3E{B-v) ~  (6 +  eo:)2cr2ß_v) +  (<$ +  eQ: +  3)2a | (ß_ ^  +  e2/?2c712ogEM,A (Al.6)
where is only a result of photom etric errors. The distance errors
were calculated from the s tandard  formula
a iogd — 0-2(cr£ +  o 2Mv+ZE{B_ V}) (A1.7)
From C hapter 3 the error in [Fe/H]  is approxim ately 0,2 dex from the 
standards. As the colors and reddenings of the standards are fairly well 
known, this error can be a ttrib u ted  solely to the log E W \ term , i.e.
0.2 «  ßo\ogY,wx (A I.8)
where ß  = 3.98. Thus ofogSWq =  2.5 x 10-3 . Table A l . l  shows the per­
centage error expected for various values of (?e (b - v ), Qv and (j(B_v y  These 
are all plausible error estim ates for our data. A quick glance shows th a t
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the errors are not very sensitive to changes in cte(b - v )- From this table an 
estim ate of about 15% in distance from the sun seems to  be realistic for 
our da ta.
The values of a , ß  and 7 were the same, by definition, as the values of 
C i, C2 and Co respectively, which were given in section 3.9. The values of 6 , 
e and 6 depend on the region of V, [B — V ) 0 and [F e / H ] begin considered, 
as the  relation in equation (A1.3) will only hold over a small region in V, 
{B -  V ) 0 and [Fe/H].  For V  = 15, (B -  V ) 0 = 1.4 and [Fe/H] = -0 .3  the 
values of 6 and 7  were —3.19 and 0.28 respectively. The value of 0 does not 
enter into equation (A1.6) and hence can be ignored.
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T able A l . l  Calculation of Distance Errors
V ( B - V ) 0 [Fe/H] E(B-V) ° { B - V ) & E { B - V ) o v % error
15.0 1.4 -0.3 0.5 0.07 0.1 0.05 12
15.0 1.4 -0.3 0.5 0.10 0.1 0.07 17
15.0 1.4 -0.3 0.5 0.07 0.2 0.05 13
15.0 1.4 -0.3 0.5 0.10 0.2 0.07 18
15.0 1.4 -0.3 0.4 0.07 0.1 0.05 12
15.0 1.4 -0.3 0.6 0.07 0.1 0.05 12
15.0 1.4 -0.8 0.5 0.07 0.1 0.05 16
15.0 1.5 -0.3 0.5 0.07 0.1 0.05 10
15.0 1.3 -0.3 0.5 0.07 0.1 0.05 14
14.0 1.4 -0.3 0.5 0.07 0.1 0.05 12
16.0 1.4 -0.3 0.5 0.07 0.1 0.05 12
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